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1 Introduction
The field of particle physics explores elementary constituents of matter and interac-
tions between them. During the last century remarkable achievements were made in
this field - smaller and smaller objects could be resolved. In this sense, the research
objects gradually shifted from molecules over atoms and nucleons to point-like par-
ticles, which are assumed to be elementary. Interactions between these constituents
are mediated by four fundamental forces. Three of them are described by the Stan-
dard Model of Particle Physics. Judged by its ability to describe observations and
its capability to make predictions, this model is extremely successful.
According to the standard model the constituents of matter are quarks and leptons.
Both groups consist of six different species, so called flavours, which may appear as
particle or anti-particle. Quarks never appear as free particles. Only bound states of
quark and anti-quark, called mesons, and three quarks, called baryons, are observed.
The proton, for example, is composed of two up (u) and one down (d) quark.
The focal point of this thesis is the B0s meson. It is composed of an anti-bottom-
quark and a strange-quark. It has a mass of 5366.3 MeV/c2 and its mean lifetime
amounts approximately 1.47 ps−1. Besides, it possesses a very interesting feature: it
continuously transforms itself into its own anti-particle. This phenomenon is referred
to as flavour oscillation or quark mixing.
The frequency of this process ∆ms is an important physics parameter. So far, its
most precise measurement was achieved in 2006 by the CDF collaboration [5] as
∆ms = (17.77± 0.10(stat.)± 0.07(syst.)) ps−1. (1.1)
Apart from that, many properties of the B0s are still unexplored. Therefore it is a
subject of many studies. One of those studies is the examination of the B0s system
with respect to a fundamental symmetry called CP . Previous studies already showed
that this symmetry is violated in other meson systems. The measurement has many
aspects and is performed as a common effort within the CDF-II collaboration. One
of its features is that it uses the assessment of the flavour eigenstate of the B0s
meson at production time to increase its sensitivity to the parameters of interest.
Procedures providing this information are called flavour taggers. Their output values
are referred to as tagging decision and dilution. The former is an integer number,
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defined as +1 for a B meson, −1 for B¯ and 0 if a decision could not be reached. The
latter is related to the probability for the tagging decision to be correct.
It shall be understood that the event-by-event assignment of those probabilities is a
non-trivial task. On the other hand analyses using this information depend on the
correct assessment of these quantities. Therefore a calibration of the flavour tagger
must be performed. This is one major topic of this thesis.
The calibration consists of a determination of the Bs mixing amplitude on measured
data. This is a technical parameter with a range of values which is interpreted in
the following way: an amplitude consistent with one means that the tagger assesses
its decisions and thus its performance correctly. A value smaller than one indicates
that a given tagger overestimates itself. According to that, a value greater than
one implies an underestimation of the decision power. After the mixing amplitude
is determined, all event-by-event dilution values are multiplied by it. In this way a
highly reliable tagging information is achieved. The mixing frequency is determined
at the same time. In the context of this calibration, it can be seen as a test quantity
providing cross-checks.
The calibration is carried out in a similar way as the original measurement of the
mixing frequency. This affords an interesting opportunity: in comparison with the
last measurement of the mixing frequency, nearly five times the amount of raw data
is now available. The second topic of this thesis is therefore to provide an update of
the mixing frequency presented above.
In a nutshell, the thesis at hand has two aims: the first one is to calibrate a tagger
using B0s oscillations and the second one is to improve the result (equation 1.1) on
the mixing frequency itself.
This thesis continues in chapter 2 with a theoretical introduction on mixing and CP
violation. The data used for this analysis was measured at the Collider Detector at
Fermilab located at the Tevatron. Both are subject of the third chapter. Chapter 4
describes the details of data taking, event selection, simulation and data preprocess-
ing. Afterwards a model is derived in the fifth chapter which contains both physics
and nuisance parameters. Chapter 6 describes how those nuisance parameters are
determined step-by-step. It ends with an estimation on the mean lifetime of the
B0s meson. Chapter 7 continues at this point with the measurement of the mixing
amplitude. It is one of the input parameters of the measurement of the CP-violating
phase βs. A short outline of this measurement and up-to-date results are provided
in chapter 8. The final measurement of the mixing frequency is performed with a
different flavour tagger configuration. This is presented in chapter 9. A conclusion
of this analysis is drawn in the last chapter.
2 Theoretical Overview
2.1 Standard Model
The Standard Model (SM) of Particle Physics [6] is a quantum field theory which
was established in the 1970s. Until then four distinct forces were known, which could
be characterised by their different ranges of interaction and their relative strengths1
[7]: the strong force has a range of about 10−15 m. The weak force, known from
radioactive decays, has a range of 10−17 m and is about 10−7 times weaker. The
strength of the electromagnetic force is determined by the fine structure constant
α ≈ 10−2 and has an infinite range. Gravity, the fourth force, also has an infinite
range. Its relative size, about 10−39 in comparison with the strong force, is, to date,
too weak to be observable in laboratory experiments of particle physics.
The achievement of the standard model was the elaboration of a common description
of the strong, weak and electromagnetic forces in the language of a quantum gauge
field theory. In addition, it combines the weak and electromagnetic forces in a single
electroweak force.
The standard model is based on elementary matter fields consisting of fermions with
spin-1/2 and their anti-particles. They are classified into quarks and leptons. The
individual properties of both can be found in table 2.1. The most striking feature
is their mass which varies over a large scale. The particles are further arranged
into three generations: the first one contains the up (u) and down (d) quark, which
are the constituents of nucleons, pions and other mesons responsible for nuclear
binding. It also contains the electron (e−) which builds up atomic shells and the
electron neutrino (νe) which is emitted with a positron (e
+) in the nuclear β+-decay.
The quarks of the second and third generation are unstable: the strange (s), the
charm (c) and the bottom quark (b) appear as constituents of heavier short-lived
particles. The most massive quark, the top quark (t), does not even form a bound
state with other elementary particles, it decays within a time scale in the order of
10−24 s. Also the charged leptons of these generations, the muon (µ) and the tau
(τ), decay to particles of the first family.
1The comparison is drawn assuming two protons at rest which are just in contact with each other.
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Mass [c−2] Charge [e] Generation
Q
u
ar
k
s
u up 1.5 to 3.3 MeV +2/3 1
d down 3.5 to 6.0 MeV -1/3 1
s strange 105+25−35 MeV +2/3 2
c charm 1.27+0.07−0.11 GeV -1/3 2
b bottom 4.20+0.17−0.07 GeV +2/3 3
t top 171.3± 1.1± 1.2 GeV -1/3 3
L
ep
to
n
s
e electron 0.510998910± (1.3 · 10−8) MeV -1 1
νe e-neutrino < 2 eV 0 1
µ muon 105.6583668± (3.8 · 10−6) MeV -1 2
νµ µ-neutrino < 0.19 MeV 0 2
τ tau 1776.84± 0.17 MeV -1 3
ντ τ -neutrino < 18.2 MeV 0 3
Table 2.1: Mass, charge and generation of the quarks and leptons. The masses were
taken from Ref. [1]. Upper limits are provided for the neutrino masses, which are
assumed to be zero within the standard model.
Spin-1 gauge bosons are responsible for all interactions described by the standard
model, including decays or scatter processes, between the mass fields described
above. A particle is affected by a given fundamental force if it possesses a cer-
tain property or quantum number the force couples to. This is further described in
the following.
The theory of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) deals with the strong force and
underlies a SU(3) symmetry group. The strong force is mediated by the exchange
of massless, electrically neutral bosons called gluons between particles that carry a
quantum number which is referred to as colour. This theory requires eight different
gluons, g1, g2, . . . , g8. Colour is not only carried by quarks but also by the gluons
themselves. As a consequence, the potential energy between two coloured particles
increases significantly with increasing distance. Thus, quarks and gluons cannot
appear as free particles, but exist only inside composite objects, called hadrons, with
no net colour charge. This property is called confinement. Three experimentally
indistinguishable colours are existing which are by convention referred to as red,
green and blue for particles. Accordingly, anti-particles carry anti-red, anti-blue and
anti-green. In this way a variety of bound colour-neutral quark states is conceivable.
However, only two combinations were observed: baryons (e.g. protons) are composed
of three quarks of different colours, mesons (e.g. pions) contain quark and anti-quark.
The field theory dealing with the electromagnetic force is referred to as Quantum
Electrodynamics (QED). It is mediated by the photon (γ), an electrically uncharged,
massless particle. The photon couples to all charged particles such as quarks, charged
leptons or the W±-bosons introduced below. The fact that it is massless accounts
for the unlimited range of electromagnetic interaction.
The weak force is mediated by the electrically charged W± and the neutral Z0
bosons. They possess the following masses [1]:
m(W±) = 80.398± 0.025 GeV/c2, (2.1)
m(Z0) = 91.1876± 0.0021 GeV/c2. (2.2)
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The magnitude of these values is the reason why the weak force, in contrast to the
other fundamental forces, does not form bound states. The Z0 couples to both
leptons and quarks. The W± bosons couple only to fermions with negative chirality.
This violation of parity is further exemplified in the next section.
Because the W± particles carry electric charge, they couple to γ. This observation
already implies a gauge theory that unites the weak and electromagnetic interactions.
It is commonly referred to as electroweak force and underlies a SU(2) ⊗ U(1)
symmetry group. In detail, it consists of the fields W 1, W 2, W 3 and B. The original
charged W± bosons are defined by(
W+
W−
)
=
1√
2
(
1 i
1 −i
)(
W 1
W 2
)
. (2.3)
By using the weak mixing angle sin2(θW ) = 0.23119(14), the neutral bosons of the
electromagnetic and weak interaction can be defined as(
γ
Z0
)
=
(
cos θW sin θW
− sin θW cos θW
)(
B
W 3
)
. (2.4)
The fact that the weak and the electromagnetic force manifest with different proper-
ties at low energies is referred to as electroweak symmetry breaking. In the standard
model it is explained by the presence of the so-called Higgs field. It is introduced as
a scalar field φ = |φ|eiθ with a potential energy density function of
V (|φ|2) = −µ2|φ|2 + λ|φ|4. (2.5)
The expectation value has its minimum at
√
2〈|φ|〉 = µ/√λ = v, different from zero
and independent of θ. Quantum excitations of |φ| about its vacuum value are Higgs
scalars with mass m2H = 2µ
2 = 2λv2.
The fundamental character of this field becomes clear in its interactions with the
other particles: all particles which couple to the Higgs field cannot propagate at
the speed of light - they acquire masses. Particles that do not interact, e.g. the
photon or the gluons, remain massless. The origin of the Higgs field has not yet
been determined, neither has there been a direct observation.
The standard model has been experimentally verified to a high degree of accuracy
over a broad range of energy and processes. A fundamental contradiction to its
predictions has not yet been observed. However, there are still many unresolved
issues. Future analyses or new experiments, like the LHC, may shed light on them.
2.2 Symmetries
The examination of a model with respect to elementary symmetries plays a central
role in physics. The reason for this is Noether’s theorem which states that if a system
has a symmetry property, then there are corresponding quantities whose values are
conserved in time.
In the following three operations are defined which play an important role. They are
applied on particles with momentum p which are represented by their wave-function
|Ψ(p)〉.
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• The C operator turns a particle into its anti-particle. The sign of the charge
is reversed.
C|Ψ(p)〉 = |Ψ¯(p)〉. (2.6)
• The P operation performs a spatial inversion of coordinates
P|Ψ(p)〉 = |Ψ(−p)〉 (2.7)
• The T operation corresponds to a reversal of time. Momenta are hereby in-
verted
T |Ψ(p)〉 = |Ψ(−p)〉∗. (2.8)
All three operations have the following properties: if one is applied twice, the effect
is neutralised C2 = P2 = T 2 = 1. Further all three operations permute.
The central question is the following: does a system, where one or more of the above
operations were applied, behave exactly as the original one?
The answer is ’yes’ for the concatenation of all three operations. This is known as
the CPT theorem of Lu¨ders-Pauli [8]. It is one of the most fundamental laws of
particle physics and applies to every quantum field theory following the principles of
locality and Lorentz invariance. It also implies that mass and lifetime are the same
for particle and antiparticle. Further the magnetic moment has the same magnitude
but opposite direction for both. locality, and
The answer is also ’yes’ for all processes which are mediated by either the strong
or the electromagnetic force. However, the weak force violates both the P and the
C symmetry in a maximal way. In addition, the concatenation of both operations,
CP , is violated as well. The different kinds of CP violation are further explained in
section 2.5.
The conservation of CPT and the violation of CP implies that the T symmetry
must also be violated in exactly the same way. The first direct observation of this
behaviour was provided by the CPLEAR collaboration [9].
From a theoretical point-of-view it is still a mystery why the weak force is the only
source of CP violation in the standard model. To be precise, CP could be violated
also by strong interactions. However, it is known from experiment that ΘQCD,
the non-perturbative parameter that determines the strength of this type of CP
violation, is tiny, if not zero. It is therefore irrelevant to the discussions following.
2.3 The Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa Matrix
The charged current interactions of the weak force [1] for quarks are given by the
Lagrangian
−LW± = g√
2
u¯Liγ
µ(VCKM)ijdLjW
+
µ + h.c. (2.9)
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Here i, j = 1, 2, 3 are the generation numbers of the quarks, which are ordered by
their masses: (u1, u2, u3) → (u, c, t) and (d1, d2, d3) → (d, s, b). The gauge coupling
constant is denoted as g. The above definition introduces the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa matrix VCKM . The most general notation of this 3× 3 complex matrix is
the following:
VCKM =
 Vud Vus VubVcd Vcs Vcb
Vtd Vts Vtb
 . (2.10)
The CKM matrix connects the weak eigenstates to the flavour eigenstates. Expressed
in simple terms, the probability for quark i (i = u, c, t) to become quark j (j = d, s, b)
is proportional to the square of Vij. In order to conserve probability it must be
unitary:
VCKMVCKM
† = VCKM†VCKM = 1. (2.11)
This implies the following relations:
3∑
j=1
|Vij|2 = 1 for i = 1, 2, 3, (2.12)
3∑
k=1
V ∗ikVjk = 0 for i 6= j. (2.13)
In total, nine constraints are acquired for the 18 real- and imaginary parts of the
matrix. In this way the number of free parameters is reduced to nine. They can be
interpreted as three angles and six phases. Furthermore, the physics of the standard
model is invariant under a phase transformation of the fields:
dj → eiφd,jdj, ui → eiφu,iui. (2.14)
This implies that the corresponding CKM element may also be rotated by a given
phase:
Vij → Vijei(φd,j−φu,i) (2.15)
The above invariance can be used to eliminate as many phases as possible: six
phases imply five independent phase differences φd,j − φu,i. This means that five of
the six phases in VCKM are unobservable and can be rotated away. The physics one
is referred to as Kobayashi-Maskawa phase δ. It is responsible for all CP violating
phenomena in the standard model. So the fact that one can express VCKM by three
angles and one phase can be made manifest by choosing an explicit parametrisation.
One possibility is
VCKM =
 c12c13 s12c13 s13e−iδ−s12c23 − c12s23s13eiδ c12c23 − s12s23s13eiδ s23c13
s12s23 − c12c23s13eiδ −c12s23 − s12c23s13eiδ c23c13
 , (2.16)
where sij = sin θij and cij = cos θij [1].
The absolute values of the on-diagonal entries, which represent the coupling between
quarks of the same generation, is close to one. In comparison, the couplings between
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Figure 2.1: Two of the six unitarity triangles are shown with their corresponding
relation. The length of the sides are rescaled by dividing each side by the well-known
values VcdV
∗
cb (left-hand side) and VcsV
∗
cb (right-hand side).
the first and the second generation are suppressed by a factor of λ = sin θCabibbo =
0.22. This continues with a factor of λ2 between the second and third and finally
with a factor of λ3 between the first and third generation. The hierarchy explained
is considered in the following approximation:
VCKM =
 1− λ22 λ Aλ3(ρ− iη)−λ 1− λ2
2
Aλ2
Aλ3(1− ρ− iη) −Aλ2 1
+O(λ4) (2.17)
It was presented by Lincoln Wolfenstein in 1983 [10] and contains four independent,
real-valued parameters A, λ, ρ and η.
Since the entries of the CKM matrix are fundamental parameters of the standard
model, their determination is crucial. It can be achieved by measuring processes
which are sensitive to the elements or to relations between them. One important set
was already given in expression 2.13, which stands for six equations. Each one can
be represented by a triangle in the complex plane. The triangles which play a role
in the thesis at hand can be found in figure 2.1 and are further described in sections
2.6 and 2.7.
2.4 Time Evolution
There are several bases of eigenstates which are used to describe the neutral B0s
meson system [11]. The flavour eigenstates are defined by the quark content. They
are
|B0s 〉 = |b¯s〉 and |B¯0s 〉 = |bs¯〉. (2.18)
Their time evolution is given by the Schro¨dinger equation,
i
∂
∂t
( |B0s 〉
|B¯0s 〉
)
= H
( |B0s 〉
|B¯0s 〉
)
. (2.19)
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This equation contains the mass matrix M and the decay matrix Γ, which are both
hermitian and 2× 2 in size:
H = M− i
2
Γ =
(
M11 M12
M∗12 M22
)
− i
2
(
Γ11 Γ12
Γ∗12 Γ22
)
. (2.20)
CPT invariance (see section 2.2) requires M11 = M22 = M and Γ11 = Γ22 = Γ.
The latter is referred to as decay width and can be related to the mean lifetime as
τ = 1/Γ. The eigenvalues of H are
λL = (M − i
2
Γ) +
q
p
(M12 − i
2
Γ12), (2.21)
λH = (M − i
2
Γ)− q
p
(M12 − i
2
Γ12). (2.22)
The indices H and L refer to the heavy and light mass eigenstates which are defined
below. The substitution q/p introduced above is defined as
q
p
=
√
M∗12 − i2Γ∗12
M12 − i2Γ12
. (2.23)
This definition is helpful when it comes to the eigenvectors of the effective Hamilto-
nian, which are
|BLs 〉 = p |B0s 〉+ q |B¯0s 〉, (2.24)
|BHs 〉 = p |B0s 〉 − q |B¯0s 〉. (2.25)
In order to preserve normalisation, the complex parameters p and q must fulfil the
requirement |p|2 + |q|2 = 1.
The masses of both eigenstates, mL and mH , are the real parts of their respective
eigenvalues. Similarly, the decay widths, ΓL and ΓH , are the negative half of the
imaginary parts:
λL = mL − i
2
ΓL, (2.26)
λH = mH − i
2
ΓH . (2.27)
Mass and decay width difference between the heavy and light mass eigenstates are
defined as
∆m = mH −mL and ∆Γ = ΓL − ΓH . (2.28)
By taking the difference between the complex-valued equations 2.27 and 2.26, two
real-valued equations can be derived which connect the mass and decay width dif-
ferences to the off-diagonal elements of the effective Hamiltonian:
∆m2 − 1
4
∆Γ2 = 4|M12|2 − |Γ12|2, (2.29)
∆m ·∆Γ = −Re(M12Γ∗12). (2.30)
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Using the definitions above, the time evolution of the mass eigenstates is
|BLs (t)〉 = |BLs 〉 e−imLt−
1
2
ΓLt, (2.31)
|BHs (t)〉 = |BHs 〉 e−im
H t− 1
2
ΓH t. (2.32)
Both formulae can be translated in order to express the time evolution of the flavour
eigenstates:
|Bs(t)〉 = g+(t)|Bs〉+ q
p
g−(t)|B¯s〉, (2.33)
|B¯s(t)〉 = p
q
g−(t)|Bs〉+ g+(t)|B¯s〉. (2.34)
The expression g±(t) = 12(e
−iλLt ± e−iλH t) was hereby used as substitution. The
following two relations between these time evolution functions are later helpful for
providing expectation values:
|g±(t)|2 = 1
2
[
cosh
(
∆Γ
2
t
)
± cos(∆mt)
]
e−Γt, (2.35)
g∗+(t)g−(t) =
1
2
[
− sinh
(
∆Γ
2
t
)
+ i sin(∆mt)
]
e−Γt. (2.36)
With this it is possible to determine the decay rate Γ(B0s (t) → f) [11] of a meson
produced as B0s into some final state f . It is defined as
Γ(B0s (t)→ f) =
1
NB
dN(B0s (t)→ f)
dt
. (2.37)
Here, NB is the total number of B
0
s mesons produced at time t = 0. dN(B
0
s (t)→ f)
denotes the number of decays of initial B0s mesons into the final state f occurring
within the time interval between t and t + dt. An analogous definition holds for
Γ(B¯0s (t)→ f). Both can be expressed in notation of quantum mechanics as
Γ(B0s (t)→ f) = Nf |〈f |B0s (t)〉|2, (2.38)
Γ(B¯0s (t)→ f) = Nf |〈f |B¯0s (t)〉|2. (2.39)
Similar equations can be given for the CP-conjugate final state of |f¯〉 = CP|f〉:
Γ(B0s (t)→ f¯) = Nf |〈f¯ |B0s (t)〉|2, (2.40)
Γ(B¯0s (t)→ f¯) = Nf |〈f¯ |B¯0s (t)〉|2. (2.41)
Nf is a time-independent normalisation factor which has the same value in all four
equations. Before providing a general expression, it is helpful to define the decay
amplitudes
Af = 〈f |B0s 〉, Af¯ = 〈f¯ |B0s 〉, A¯f = 〈f |B¯0s 〉 and A¯f¯ = 〈f¯ |B¯0s 〉. (2.42)
Further the following ratios are often used to classify the different kinds of CP-
violation:
λf =
q
p
A¯f
Af
and λ−1
f¯
=
p
q
Af¯
A¯f¯
. (2.43)
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K0/K¯0 D0/D¯0 B0/B¯0 B0s/B¯
0
s
τ [ps] 89.53± 0.05 0.4101± 0.0015 1.525± 0.009 1.472+0.024−0.026
51160± 200
Γ [ps−1] 5.594 · 10−3 2.438 0.656 0.679
|y| 0.9965 0.0078+0.0018−0.0019 ≤ 0.01∗ 0.005± 0.019
∆m [ps−1] (5.290± 0.015) · 10−3 0.0237+0.0066−0.0071 0.507± 0.005 17.77± 0.12
x 0.9461 0.00972 0.776± 0.008 26.1± 0.5
Table 2.2: Parameters of the four neutral oscillating meson pairs. Theoretical ex-
pectation values are denoted by an asterisk.
With this it is finally possible to provide general expressions for the four decay rates:
Γ(B0s (t)→ f) = Nf |Af |2e−Γt
[
1 + |λf |2
2
cosh
∆Γt
2
+
1− |λf |2
2
cos(∆mt)
− Re(λf ) sinh ∆Γt
2
− Im(λf ) sin(∆mt)
]
,
(2.44)
Γ(B¯0s (t)→ f) = Nf |Af |2
∣∣∣∣pq
∣∣∣∣2e−Γt[1 + |λf |22 cosh ∆Γt2 − 1− |λf |22 cos(∆mt)
− Re(λf ) sinh ∆Γt
2
+ Im(λf ) sin(∆mt)
]
,
(2.45)
Γ(B0s (t)→ f¯) = Nf |A¯f¯ |2
∣∣∣∣qp
∣∣∣∣2e−Γt[1 + |λ−1f¯ |22 cosh ∆Γt2 − 1− |λ
−1
f¯
|2
2
cos(∆mt)
− Re(λ−1
f¯
) sinh
∆Γt
2
+ Im(λ−1
f¯
) sin(∆mt)
]
,
(2.46)
Γ(B¯0s (t)→ f¯) = Nf |A¯f¯ |2e−Γt
[
1 + |λ−1
f¯
|2
2
cosh
∆Γt
2
+
1− |λ−1
f¯
|2
2
cos(∆mt)
− Re(λ−1
f¯
) sinh
∆Γt
2
− Im(λ−1
f¯
) sin(∆mt)
]
.
(2.47)
The above equations were derived without using approximations. They can therefore
be applied on any neutral meson where mass eigenstates differ from flavour eigen-
states. Within the standard model those are, besides of the |B0s 〉, also |B0〉 = |b¯d〉,
|D0〉 = |cu¯〉 and |K0〉 = |s¯d〉.
However, in some of these meson systems approximations lead to drastic simplifica-
tions of the above formulae. It is therefore enlightening to compare the measured
values Γ, ∆m and ∆Γ for the four mentioned mesons. This is done in table 2.2. The
following dimensionless quantities are hereby used for comparison:
x =
∆m
Γ
and y =
∆Γ
2Γ
. (2.48)
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2.5 Classifying CP-Violation
The complex parameter λf which was introduced in the previous section as
λf =
q
p
A¯f
Af
, (2.49)
plays a pivotal role in classification of CP violation: if it deviates from the real value
of ±1, it is proved that the given system violates CP symmetry.
If the reason for this are different decay amplitudes |A¯f | 6= |Af |, it is called CP
violation in decay or direct CP violation. A good example for this class is the decay
of B0 into K+pi−.
If λf is different from one because of |q| 6= |p|, this type is referred to as CP vi-
olation in mixing or indirect CP violation. It implies that the transition rates,
particle → antiparticle and antiparticle → particle, are different for a given flavour-
oscillating meson. The decay KL → pi±`∓ν` can be chosen as example for this class.
Finally, a deviation may also arise if the absolute value of λf is indeed equal or close
to 1 but the imaginary part assumes a non-zero value, Im(λf ) 6= 0. This class is
known as mixing-induced CP violation or CP violation in the interference between
decay and mixing. The primary example is B0 → J/ψKS which is used to determine
the CKM angle
β = arg
(
−VcdV
∗
cb
VtdV ∗tb
)
. (2.50)
It is worth mentioning that a given system may also exhibit more than one kind of
CP violation.
2.6 Mixing Frequency
The measurement of the mixing frequency of the B0s plays a central role for the
thesis at hand. It is therefore further explained in this section.
The initial hint for B0s oscillations was obtained by combining observations of the
UA1 experiment [12] which was located at the SPS collider with observations of the
ARGUS experiment [13] located at the electron-positron collider ring DORIS II at
DESY. Afterwards, limits were set by the LEP experiments ALEPH [14], DELPHI
[15, 16] and OPAL [17] and the SLD [18] experiment at SLC. The first measurements
were performed in 2006 by both Tevatron experiments. To date, the most significant
result was achieved by the CDF-II collaboration [5], which measures
∆ms = (17.77± 0.10(stat.)± 0.07(syst.)) ps−1. (2.51)
The mixing frequency of the B0 is very well measured by Belle and Babar. The
current value is
∆md = (0.507± 0.005) ps−1. (2.52)
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Figure 2.2: Box diagrams for mixing between B0q and B¯
0
q with q = d, s.
The importance of the mixing frequencies of both mesons lies in the connection to the
CKM elements. As a matter of fact, |Vtd| and |Vts| cannot be measured from tree-level
decays of the top quark [1]. Therefore, the oscillations of the neutral B mesons are
used. To be precise, the determination of the ratio of both mixing frequencies gives
a clean and useful constraint on the CKM matrix elements mentioned above. Figure
2.2 shows the dominating Feynman diagrams of these processes. The contribution
of the top quark is apparent as virtual particle inside the boxes.
The standard model prediction [4] for both mixing frequencies can be expressed by
∆md =
G2F
6pi2
ηBmBdf
2
Bd
Bdm
2
WS(xt)|VtdV ∗tb|2, (2.53)
∆ms =
G2F
6pi2
ηBmBsf
2
BsBsm
2
WS(xt)|VtsV ∗tb|2. (2.54)
GF is here the Fermi coupling constant. The matrix elements fBq
√
Bq (q = d, s) are
taken from Lattice QCD. ηB denotes a perturbative QCD correction factor to the
Inami-Lim function S(xt) [19] with xt := m
2
t/m
2
W . The masses of the mesons and
the W±-boson are given by mBd , mBs and mW .
By using the mixing frequency of the B0 meson, which is precisely known from
the experiments Belle and Babar, a constraint can be created on the CKM triangle
shown in figure 2.1 on the left side: the factor |VtdV ∗tb| occurring in equation 2.53 and
its standard deviation describe an annulus around (1, 0), which is shown in yellow
in figure 2.3 [4]. Additional constraints stemming from other measurements are also
plotted.
The mass difference between BHs and B
L
s has only a weak relative dependence on
the Wolfenstein parameters ρ and λ. Nevertheless, a measurement of ∆ms is useful
in the CKM fit since it indirectly leads to an improvement of the constraint from the
∆md measurement on |VtdV ∗tb|2. This can be derived by taking the ratio of equation
2.54 and equation 2.53. In this way common factors cancel out and
∆ms
∆md
=
mBsf
2
Bs
Bs
mBdf
2
Bd
Bd
∣∣∣∣VtsVtd
∣∣∣∣2 = mB0smB0 ξ2
∣∣∣∣VtsVtd
∣∣∣∣2 (2.55)
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Figure 2.3: Constraints in the (ρ¯,η¯) plane including the most recent inputs
in the global CKM fit [4]. The quantities on the axis can be defined via
ρ¯+ iη¯ = −(VudV ∗ub)/(VcdV ∗cb).
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is obtained. The parameter ξ = (fBs
√
BˆBs)/(fBd
√
BˆBd) can be calculated more
accurately in Lattice QCD than the matrix elements themselves. Therefore, a mea-
surement of ∆ms improves the knowledge of fBd
√
Bd and refines the constraint in
the triangle described above. By using the above result on ∆ms and ξ = 1.21
+0.047
−0.035
[5] a ratio of ∣∣∣∣VtdVts
∣∣∣∣ = 0.2060± 0.0007(stat.+syst.)+0.0081−0.0060(theory) (2.56)
is obtained. The corresponding contour is shown in figure 2.3 in orange colour.
Flavour specific final states and their CP conjugate are appropriate decay channels
for the measurement of the mixing frequency. For example the final state f = D−s pi
+
can be reached by a B0s but not by a B¯
0
s meson. This implies that the decay flavour
of the meson can flawlessly be determined by its final state - usually the pion(s)
from the secondary vertex are used.
Coming back to equations 2.44 to 2.47 the decay amplitudes A¯f and Af¯ are zero. In
this way λf and λ
−1
f¯
become also zero and the following equations are obtained:
Γ(B0s (t)→ f) = Nf |Af |2e−Γt
1
2
[
cosh
∆Γt
2
+ cos(∆mt)
]
, (2.57)
Γ(B¯0s (t)→ f) = Nf |Af |2
∣∣∣∣pq
∣∣∣∣2e−Γt12
[
cosh
∆Γt
2
− cos(∆mt)
]
, (2.58)
Γ(B0s (t)→ f¯) = Nf |A¯f¯ |2
∣∣∣∣qp
∣∣∣∣2e−Γt12
[
cosh
∆Γt
2
− cos(∆mt)
]
, (2.59)
Γ(B¯0s (t)→ f¯) = Nf |A¯f¯ |2e−Γt
1
2
[
cosh
∆Γt
2
+ cos(∆mt)
]
. (2.60)
Assuming no direct CP-violation |Af | and |A¯f¯ | can be equated. Two empirical
approximations can be made for both neutral B meson systems. Those are ∆m 
∆Γ and |M12|  |Γ12|. Based on these assumptions, the decay width difference is
neglected for the measurement of the mixing frequency. It is therefore set to zero
and possible biases are evaluated later. This implies |q/p| = |p/q| = 1 and the above
four equations simplify to two:
Γ(B0s (t)→ f) = Γ(B¯0s (t)→ f¯) = Nf |Af |2e−Γt
1
2
[
1 + cos(∆mt)
]
(2.61)
Γ(B¯0s (t)→ f) = Γ(B0s (t)→ f¯) = Nf |Af |2e−Γt
1
2
[
1− cos(∆mt)
]
(2.62)
In this way only a sensitivity to the mean lifetime and to the mixing frequency
remains. Both equations will be picked up again in chapter 5.
2.7 Mixing Phase
One common effort, which is currently made by the CDF-II collaboration, is to
measure the CP-violating phase βs in the B0s system. The thesis at hand makes a
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significant contribution to this measurement. The following section gives an overview
to this topic and puts this work to its context.
The measurement is based on a decay channel where both the B0s and the B¯
0
s are
able to decay into the same final state f . In addition, the final state is required to
be a CP eigenstate, in the following denoted as fCP . This means that out of the four
decay amplitudes introduced in section 2.4 only two remain. Those are
AfCP and A¯fCP . (2.63)
As a consequence both λ-parameters become the same:
λf = λf¯ =: λfCP =
q
p
A¯fCP
AfCP
. (2.64)
The decay channel, which is introduced below, is assumed to have only one dominant
type of CP violation. It is interference between mixing and decay (see also section
2.5). As consequence of assuming no CP violation in decay, the absolute value of
both decay amplitudes become the same value:∣∣∣∣A¯fCPAfCP
∣∣∣∣ = 1 (2.65)
Furthermore, assuming no CP violation in mixing implies∣∣∣∣qp
∣∣∣∣ = 1. (2.66)
Combining both equations, it follows that the absolute value of λfCP is also one:
|λfCP | = 1 (2.67)
By applying these definitions on the general equations 2.44 to 2.47, they simplify to
two expressions:
Γ(B0s (t)→ fCP) = Nf |AfCP |2e−Γt
[
cosh
∆Γt
2
− Re(λf ) sinh ∆Γt
2
− Im(λf ) sin(∆mt)
]
,
(2.68)
Γ(B¯0s (t)→ fCP) = Nf |AfCP |2e−Γt
[
cosh
∆Γt
2
− Re(λf ) sinh ∆Γt
2
+ Im(λf ) sin(∆mt)
]
.
(2.69)
The B0s decay channel [20] which features the above properties is
B0s → J/ψφ, J/ψ → µ+µ−, φ→ K+K−. (2.70)
The described interference is illustrated in figure 2.4 using two Feynman diagrams.
In both Feynman diagrams the quark sub-process b¯→ c¯cs¯ is mediated by a W -tree
diagram. This process is predominant and allows for drawing a connection between
the CKM angle βs = arg
(
− VtsV ∗tb
VcsV ∗cb
)
and λf . The following expression is valid to a
very good approximation:
λf = exp(2iβs). (2.71)
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Figure 2.4: The interference between decays with and without mixing is illustrated
for the decay channel B0s → J/ψφ.
Applied to equations 2.68 and 2.69, a sensitivity to βs is finally established:
Γ(B0s (t)→ fCP) = Nf |AfCP |2e−Γt
[
cosh
∆Γt
2
− cos(2βs) sinh ∆Γt
2
− sin(2βs) sin(∆mt)
]
(2.72)
Γ(B¯0s (t)→ fCP) = Nf |AfCP |2e−Γt
[
cosh
∆Γt
2
− cos(2βs) sinh ∆Γt
2
+ sin(2βs) sin(∆mt)
]
(2.73)
Both equations contain the mixing frequency ∆ms, which would also allow for a
measurement if sin(2βs) differs from zero.
Coming back to equations 2.29 and 2.30, it is useful to introduce another phase.
Based on the empirical approximations ∆m  ∆Γ and |M12|  |Γ12|, both equa-
tions simplify as follows:
∆m = 2 |M12| (2.74)
∆Γ = 2 |Γ12| cos(φs). (2.75)
In the previous equation, the mixing phase φs was introduced. It is defined as
φs = arg
(
−M12
Γ12
)
. (2.76)
It can be shown that the existence of new physics (NP ) would affect both phases
introduced by the same quantity φNPs [2] as
2βJ/ψφs = 2β
SM
s − φNPs and φs = φSMs + φNPs (2.77)
In case φNPs dominates over the small values 2β
SM
s ≈ 0.04 and φSMs ≈ 0.0042,
the standard model phases can be neglected. In this way a simple relationship is
obtained:
2βJ/ψφs = −φNPs = −φs (2.78)
The expectation values of all three quantities of interest can be found in table 2.3.
The discussion of this topic will be continued in chapter 8.
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Description Quantity Value
CKM angle βs 0.020± 0.005
Mixing phase φs 0.0042± 0.0014
Decay width difference ∆Γ (0.096± 0.039) ps−1
Table 2.3: Standard model expectation values [2].
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Figure 2.5: Draft of a typical B0s event.
2.8 Tagging and Calibration
The decay rates which were presented in the previous two sections rely on the knowl-
edge of the meson’s flavour at production time. Without this information it would
not be possible to measure the mixing frequency ∆ms at all. A measurement of the
CP violating phase βs would still be possible however with a decreased sensitivity
[21, 22].
Procedures providing information about the production flavour are called flavour
taggers. Their output values are referred to as tagging decision ξ and dilution D.
The former is an integer number, defined as +1 for a B0s meson, −1 for B¯0s and 0 if
a decision could not be reached. The latter is related to the probability P for the
tagging decision to be correct:
D = 2 · P − 1. (2.79)
While the production of single b quarks is possible at the Tevatron by electroweak
processes, the production of a bb¯ quark pair, which is mediated by quantum chro-
modynamics, has a much higher cross section [23]. The presence of a bb¯ quark pair
is therefore assumed in the following. Figure 2.5 shows a schematic view of a typical
B0s event.
It starts with the production of a b¯b quark pair at the primary vertex. Both quarks
are decoupled from each other. In the events of interest, at least one quark hadronises
to a B0s or B¯
0
s . The corresponding hemisphere is called same side. The hemisphere
of the remaining b quark is called opposite side. According to this definition two
approaches are used at the Tevatron: opposite side tagging and same side tagging.
Opposite side tagging is based on the fact that the quark at the opposite side also
has opposite charge. The decay products are therefore used for drawing conclusions
about the opposite side quark and thus about the signal quark. Leptons and kaons
are hereby clean evidences. In addition, the weighted sum of a jet’s tracks and, if
available, the vertex charge of the opposite side B hadron can be used.
As already indicated above, the signal B0s is obtained by pulling a ss¯ quark pair
from vacuum. The probability that the remaining s¯ quark will end up as a kaon is
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large. Tagging approaches which are based on this process are referred to as same
side tagging.
From the above description it already becomes evident that the event-by-event as-
signment of tagging decisions and probabilities is a non-trivial task. On the other
hand, analyses like the measurement of the CP violation phase, which use this in-
formation, depend on the correct assessment of these quantities. At this point the
measurement of the B0s ’s mixing frequency comes into play. A methodological trick
is hereby used: a global parameter is introduced as a scale factor for the event-by-
event dilution. It is referred to as mixing amplitude. The range of values of this
technical parameter is interpreted in the following way: an amplitude consistent
with one means that the tagger assesses its decisions and thus its performance cor-
rectly. A value smaller than one indicates that a given tagger overestimates itself.
According to that, a value greater than one implies an underestimation of the deci-
sion power. Altogether, this is the reason why the presented measurement possesses
an outstanding role: the performance of a flavour tagger is evaluated on measured
data.
To date, the same side kaon tagger (SSKT) [24], which is used inside this analysis, is
the most powerful stand-alone tagger at the CDF-II experiment. It has undergone
several stages of development. For the following study, the SSKT version is used
which combines kinematic information with particle identification. It is essentially
the same configuration as was used for the observation of B0s mixing [5]. The main
difference is that information about the specific ionisation loss dE/dx is not exploited
for tracks with transverse momentum below 2 GeV/c.

3 Experimental Setup
The data used within this analysis was taken with the CDF-II detector located at
the Tevatron proton-antiproton collider. The following chapter gives an overview of
this experiment.
3.1 Fermilab
The Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (abbreviation: FNAL or Fermilab) is a
research facility near Batavia, Illinois, USA. Committed to particle physics it was
founded in 1967. It is a host to both theoretical and experimental research groups
and accommodates many experiments.
Two major components of the Standard Model of Particles Physics were discovered
at Fermilab: the bottom quark in 1977 and the top quark in 1995 [25].
3.2 Tevatron
The Tevatron is the proton-antiproton collider with the highest centre-of-mass energy
worldwide. Built at Fermilab, it was completed in 1983.
The first period of data taking, called Collider Run I, was performed with a centre-
of-mass energy of 1.8 TeV. Afterwards, both the Tevatron and its experiments
underwent major upgrades. Data taking with a centre-of-mass energy of 1.96 TeV
began in 2001. It is referred to as Collider Run II and will be maintained at least
until end of 2011.
The preparation of protons and antiprotons and the different stages of acceleration
are subject of the following section. A schematic view is shown in figure 3.1. Further
information can be found in Refs. [26, 27].
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Figure 3.1: Schematic view of the Fermilab acceleration chain.
3.2.1 Cockcroft-Walton Pre-Accelerator
The Cockcroft-Walton Pre-Accelerator provides the first stage of acceleration. Inside
this device hydrogen gas is ionised. Subsequently, the negatively charged particles
are accelerated in a series of positive voltages to an energy of 750 keV. Afterwards
they enter the Linear Accelerator.
3.2.2 Linear Accelerator
The Linear Accelerator (LINAC) is approximately 130 m long. It consists of a series
of drift tubes which are arranged in a row. The length of these tubes and the gaps
between them increase in beam direction. Oscillating electric fields are used inside
the gaps to accelerate the hydrogen ions. The polarisation has hereby the same
direction for all fields.
Particles which are located inside the gaps during reversion of polarity are de-
celerated. Inside the drift tubes the ions are shielded from the electric field. By
using this technique bunches are formed consisting of about 1.5 · 109 particles. The
time interval between the bunches amounts 5 ns. At the end of the Linear Accel-
erator the ions have an energy of 400 MeV. They pass through a carbon foil which
strips the electrons leaving only protons [28].
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3.2.3 Booster
The third stage of acceleration is a synchrotron called Booster which is 475 meters
in circumference. Here the protons are bended by magnetic fields to a circle which
is passed up to 20,000 times. With each revolution the protons are accelerated by
electric fields. Finally they leave the Booster with an energy of 8 GeV and enter the
Main Injector [28].
3.2.4 Main Injector
The Main Injector is a synchrotron with a circumference of 3 km. It performs
multiple tasks: its first function is the acceleration of the protons coming from the
Booster up to 150 GeV. Its second function is the production and acceleration of
antiprotons. In order to do so, protons with a mean energy of 120 GeV are taken
out of the Main Injector and conducted into the Antiproton Source. Here they hit a
nickel target producing a variety of particles (mostly protons, pions and neutrons)
including antiprotons. In order to separate these antiprotons from the background
particles a pulsed magnet is used. They are afterwards focussed by a lithium lens and
stored in the Accumulator. After producing a sufficient number of antiprotons, they
are directed into the Recycler. Here stochastic cooling is applied in order to provide
a monochromatic beam. Afterwards they are accelerated to 150 GeV. Finally, both
protons and antiprotons are injected into the Tevatron.
3.2.5 Tevatron
The Tevatron tunnel has a radius of 1 km and is buried approximately 7.5 m below
grade, underneath an earthen berm. It is divided into six sectors of equal size. The
boundaries of these sections are referred to as A0, B0, C0, D0, E0 and F0. Beam
injection and acceleration is done near A0. The CDF-II experiment is located at B0.
As the name already implies, the DØ experiment is located at D0.
After the particles are injected into the Tevatron, their energy is increased from 150
up to 980 GeV. In a top view, the protons travel in clockwise direction while the
anti-protons travel in counter-clockwise direction. The beams inside the Tevatron
are arranged into 36 proton and 36 anti-proton bunches. They are conducted inside
vacuum pipes and more than 1,000 super-conducting dipole magnets keep them on
a circular path. In addition, quadrupole and correction magnets are used to focus
the beams and to fine-tune their orbits. Collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of√
s = 1.96 TeV are arranged at the centre of each experiment. The time interval
between two bunch crossings amounts 396 ns. Apart from interaction regions the
beams are kept clearly separated from each other.
The instantaneous luminosity L connects the total cross section σ of a given inter-
action with the event rate dN/dt:
dN
dt
= L · σ (3.1)
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Figure 3.2: Instantaneous luminosity in cm−2s−1 plotted as a function of time.
It is a property of the experiment’s mode of operation and can be expressed by
technical parameters:
L = f · n · N1N2
A
(3.2)
n is hereby the number of bunches per beam and f is the revolution frequency. The
number of particles in each bunch is denoted by Ni and A is defined as the cross
section of the beam.
Over the years, the Tevatron operations group continuously improved this figure of
merit. The last record value was 376.6 · 1030 s−1cm−2 on March 18th, 2010. Figure
3.2 shows the evolution of the instantaneous luminosity over the last years.
If the instantaneous luminosity is integrated over time, the integrated luminosity is
acquired. Under optimal circumstances, it is proportional to the amount of data
available for a detectable decay channel. Figure 3.3 shows the integrated luminosity
as a function of time.
3.3 The CDF-II Detector
The CDF-II experiment is a multi-purpose detector with azimuthal symmetry. It
has a length of 12 meters and a radius of about 6 meters. It consists of several
layers, most of them arranged coaxially around the beam line. An elevation view
can be found in figure 3.4. The innermost layers are tracking detectors, followed by
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Figure 3.3: Integrated luminosity in pb−1 plotted as a function of time.
the time-of-flight detector, the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters and finally
the muon tracking chambers.
Directions and positions are defined using the following axis: the point of collision,
which is located at the centre of the detector, is taken as origin. Starting from that
point the z-axis runs parallel to the beamline in direction of the protons. The x-y
plane is located perpendicular to that axis: the x-axis points radially outward from
the Tevatron and the y-axis points upward to the sky.
The coordinate system which is used in the following is geared to the symmetry of
the detector: r is the distance to the z-axis, φ is the angle to the x-axis in the x-y-
plane and θ the angle to the z-axis in the y-z-plane. Instead of θ, the pseudorapidity
η is used more often. It is Lorentz invariant and defined by
η = − log(tan(θ/2)). (3.3)
3.3.1 Tracking System
The tracking system consists of a silicon detector and a drift chamber. Both are
contained inside a 1.4 T solenoidal magnetic field. Their geometric proportions
are summarised in table 3.1. The purpose of the tracking system is to resolve the
tracks of charged particles as precise as possible. Both devices are described in the
following, an outline can be found in figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.4: Elevation view of the CDF detector.
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Figure 3.5: The CDF tracking system consists of the silicon detector and the central
outer tracker. Both are enclosed by a solenoid providing a magnetic field. Three of
the total five calorimeters (see section 3.3.3) are also shown.
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Radial coverage / [cm] Pseudorapidity coverage
Layer 00 1.35 to 1.65 |η| ≤ 4.0
SVX II 2.4 to 10.7 |η| ≤ 2.0
ISL 20 to 28 |η| ≤ 1.9
COT 44 to 132 |η| ≤ 1.0
Table 3.1: Geometric properties of the silicon detector and the central outer tracker.
3.3.1.1 Silicon Vertex Detector
The CDF silicon detector [29, 30] is closest to the interaction point and consists of
12 identical wedges in φ. It is composed of three separate sub-detectors: the SVX-II
[31], the ISL [32] and the L00 [33].
Each SVX-II wedge contains 5 layers of double-sided silicon, oriented parallel to the
beam-pipe at radii from 2.5 to 10.6 cm. Three of the layers possess 90◦ stereo strips
on the other side, the remaining two have 1.2◦ stereo strips. The SVX-II can be
read out quickly in parallel and is designed as a high resolution vertex detector. In
this respect, it provides input for a displaced vertex trigger, which is described in
section 4.1.
The ISL (Intermediate Silicon Layers) is located between the central outer tracker
(see subsection 3.3.1.2) and the SVX-II. It consists of one central barrel in |η| <
1 with one layer and two forward barrels consisting of two layers. Each layer is
made out of 1.2◦ stereo double-sided silicon. The ISL has two roles: it provides an
additional tracking layer to link tracks between SVX-II and COT and increases the
forward tracking coverage in the region between 1 < |η| < 2.
At a distance of 1.35 cm, the L00 (Layer 00) is directly mounted on the beam pipe.
It provides another high resolution tracking point and compensates for a potential
failure of the inner layers of the SVX-II due to radiation damage.
3.3.1.2 Central Outer Tracker
The central outer tracker (COT) [34, 35] is a cylindrical open-cell drift chamber
spanning from 44 to 132 cm in radii. It is segmented into 8 super-layers alternating
stereo and axial wires. The stereo angle between both amounts ±2◦. Each super-
layer contains 12 sense wires alternated with 13 potential wires which provide the
field shaping within the cell, yielding a total of 96 measurement layers. High voltage
and readout electronics are mounted on aluminium end-plates, providing timing and
charge deposit information. The chamber is filled with argon and ethane in equal
shares. In addition, small amounts of maintenance gases are usually added.
The main function of the central outer tracker is to find charged tracks in the region
|η| < 1.0 with transverse momenta as low as 400 MeV/c. Apart from that, the charge
deposit information can also be used for particle identification which is described in
section 3.3.2.
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3.3.1.3 Track Reconstruction
Track reconstruction [36] begins in the Central Outer Tracker. The first step is the
formation of line segments from hits in each super-layer. Consistent line segments
from the axial layers are linked together to form a track candidate and the hit
positions are fitted to a circle. Line segments in stereo layers are then linked to
the 2-dimensional track and a helix fit is performed. The transverse momentum
resolution of the COT is measured using cosmic ray events to be
σ(pT )
p2T
= 0.0017 [GeV/c]−1. (3.4)
The next step is to extrapolate each COT track into the SVX-II and add hits that
are consistent with the track. A window around the track is established based on the
errors on the COT track parameters. If a hit in the outer SVX-II layer lies within
the window, it is added to the track. A new track fit is then performed, resulting in
a new error matrix and a new window. This window is then used to add hits from
the next SVX-II layer and the procedure is repeated over all layers. If no hit is found
within the search window, the algorithm proceeds to the next layer. There may be
multiple track candidates with different combinations of SVX-II hits associated with
one COT track. In this case the track with the largest number of SVX-II layers with
hits is chosen.
3.3.2 Particle Identification
The CDF detector does not feature a direct measurement of a stable particle’s mass.
Instead two measured quantities are capable of at least providing estimations on the
identity of stable charged particles: the time-of-flight and the specific ionisation loss.
The first is measured by the time-of-flight detector, the latter by the drift chamber.
The separation power of both systems is a function of the transverse momentum pT
and can be found in figure 3.6. It is evident that both systems complement each
other. Therefore their information is usually combined.
3.3.2.1 Energy Loss through Ionisation
In addition to its tracking capabilities, the central outer tracker features also a
measurement of the rate of energy loss through ionisation (dE/dx) [37] in the gas
that fills the active volume of the drift chamber. The most probable dE/dx value
for a charged particle (other than electron) is a function of its velocity. Thus, if the
momentum of the particle is measured, the mass can also be determined.
In the COT, the signal induced on each sense-wire depends on the amount of ion-
isation charge produced by the passage of the particle near the wire. Multiple
samplings along the trajectory of the charged particle allow a reliable estimation of
dE/dx which has usually a broad distribution. The COT samples a maximum of 96
dE/dx measurements per track from which a 80 % truncated mean is calculated to
avoid the adverse effect of long positive tails in the estimation of the average dE/dx.
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Figure 3.6: The separation power of tof and dE/dx is plotted as a function of
transverse momentum pT . The discrimination between different particle species is
shown for tof in solid lines. The separation between kaons and pions using dE/dx is
plotted in dashed line.
3.3.2.2 Time-of-Flight
The CDF time-of-flight detector (TOF) [38, 39] is located between the central outer
tracker and the cryostat of the super-conducting solenoid at a mean distance of
140 cm from the beam line. This detector consists of 216 bars of Bicron BC-408
scintillator material. Each bar possesses a length of 279 cm and a footprint of 4 x
4 cm. In this way each one covers a pseudo-rapidity interval of roughly |η| < 1 and
approximately 1.7◦ in φ. Special photomultipliers are attached to both ends of each
bar.
The time-of-flight (tof) of a particle is the difference of the arrival-time (ta) at the
TOF detector and its production time which is called event-t0 or vertex-t0:
tof = ta − t0 (3.5)
While the ta is measured by the detector, the vertex-t0 has to be computed per vertex
out of the ta measurements of the other tracks with associated tof information
coming from the same production vertex. This estimation considers the particle
hypotheses of all event tracks.
For its calculation the expected time-of-flight is used:
tofexp =
s
c
√
1 +
m2
p2
(3.6)
This quantity is calculated using the 3D arc-length from the vertex to the entry-
point in the time-of-flight detector (s), the momentum of the particle (p) and a
mass hypothesis (m). The first two of those values are determined from the tracking
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Pseudorapidity coverage
CEM |η| ≤ 1.1
CHA |η| ≤ 0.9
WHA 0.8 ≤ |η| ≤ 1.2
PEM 1.1 ≤ |η| ≤ 3.64
PHA 1.2 ≤ |η| ≤ 3.64
Table 3.2: Pseudorapidity coverage of the different calorimeters.
system which intersects with the detector. In formula 3.6, c denotes the speed of
light. Usually four particle assumptions, pion, kaon, proton and muon, are used.
By comparing the measured time-of-flight with the expected one for a given particle
hypothesis (tofexp(pi), tofexp(K), tofexp(p) or tofexp(µ)), the probability for each
species can be determined.
3.3.3 Calorimeters
The calorimeters of the CDF-II detector [40] were designed for particles with high
transverse momentum (pT > 20 GeV/c
2). Therefore they are usually not used inside
b-physics analyses. The only exception is the information provided by the electro-
magnetic calorimeters because it can be used to identify electrons. For reasons of
completeness, the following subsection gives an introduction on the CDF calorime-
ters.
The purpose of the calorimetry system is to measure the energy of all particles
except for muons and neutrinos by full absorption. In order to achieve this, the
CDF detector possesses in total five calorimeters. All of them are scintillator-based
sampling calorimeters employing fiber-based techniques for light extraction.
The central calorimeters are located outside of the solenoid. The region of |η| < 1.1 is
covered by the Central Electromagnetic Calorimeter (CEM) [41] and, on the outside,
by the Central Hadron Calorimeter (CHA) [42]. The basic structural units of both
are 15◦ wedges which are subdivided in 10 projective towers each subtending 0.1
units of pseudorapidity. Light from all active scintillator elements of each tower
is collected on each side of the wedge by wavelength-shifter and transported to
the photomultipliers by means of Plexiglas guides which are routed through the
clearances between wedges. Lead is used as absorber material inside the CEM,
while iron is used in the CHA.
The CHA is complemented by the Wall Hadron Calorimeter (WHA) [42] which
extends its range to |η| < 1.2. It is composed of iron-scintillator but the sampling
fraction is smaller than for the CHA because higher forward energies require more
absorber and its resolution is correspondingly worse.
The forward region is covered by the End-Plug Electromagnetic Calorimeter (PEM)
[43], a lead-scintillator device, and the End-Plug Hadron Calorimeter (PHA), an
iron-scintillator device. These calorimeters span the range 1.1 < |η| < 3.64. Both
devices can also be found in figure 3.5.
Table 3.2 summaries the coverage of the calorimeters in pseudo-rapidity.
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Figure 3.7: Cutaway view of the CDF-II detector with muon chambers labeled.
Both the CEM and the PEM feature devices allowing for position measurements at
shower maximum. They are called Central Electromagnetic ShowerMax chamber
(CES) and Plug Electromagnetic ShowerMax detector (PES) respectively. Their
information can also be used to improve particle identification.
In addition, a Central Pre-Radiate chamber (CPR) and a Plug Pre-Radiate detector
(PPR) are used to discriminate between electrons and pions and to improve photon
measurements.
3.3.4 Muon Detectors
The muon momenta are measured by the tracking system. However, a key signature
is obtained from specialised muon chambers and counters [44, 45] which are deployed
behind of the calorimeters so as to exploit the muons’ ability to traverse thick ab-
sorbers. Figure 3.7 shows a view of the detector with muon chambers sketched
in.
The central region is covered by the the Central Muon Detector (CMU) [46], which
is mounted behind steel absorbers to reduce beam-splash backgrounds. It is comple-
mented by the Central Muon Extension chambers (CMX) and scintillators (CSX)
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Pseudorapidity coverage
CMU |η| ≤ 0.6
CMP/CSP |η| ≤ 0.6
CMX/CSX 0.6 ≤ |η| ≤ 1.0
BMU 1.0 ≤ |η| ≤ 1.5
/BSU-front 1.0 ≤ |η| ≤ 1.25
/BSU-rear 1.25 ≤ |η| ≤ 1.5
/TSU 1.3 ≤ |η| ≤ 1.5
Table 3.3: Properties of the different muon chambers.
and the Central Muon Upgrade chambers (CMP) and scintillators (CSP)1 [47]. All
devices described cover the full azimuthal range.
The forward region is handled by the Intermediate Muon System (IMU). It consists
of a barrel-shaped array of muon chambers (BMU) and scintillators (BSU), mounted
parallel to the beamline, and one ring-shaped array of scintillators (TSU) mounted
perpendicular to the beamline. They complete the continuous muon coverage up
to |η| < 1.5. The BMU consists of single-wire rectangular drift tubes mounted in
four half-cell-staggered stacks each covering 1.25◦ of azimuth. One fourth of the
azimuthal range is uninstrumented due to interference with the support structure
and moving mechanism.
The coverage of the muon chambers is summarised in figure 3.3.
1The parts of CSP on the north and south walls are sometimes referred to as CSPWall Scintillators
(CSW)
4 Event Selection
The quality of the measured data is the result of different stages of data process-
ing: the data is selected by hard- and software triggers. Afterwards the signal to
background ratio is increased by the application of precuts and artificial neural net-
works. Still, different kinds of signal and non-signal contributions are present inside
the data samples. In order to handle them, simulated data, which are referred to as
Monte Carlo events, are employed. A detailed description is given in this chapter.
4.1 Trigger System
With a collision rate of 1.7 MHz and an event size of the order of 100 kB, the raw data
flow at CDF-II is beyond current storage capabilities. The data taking is therefore
governed by a trigger system [48, 49] consisting of three levels. It is described in the
following with emphasis on b-physics.
The first level is implemented in hardware and receives data at the bunch crossing
rate. The maximum allowed latency amounts 5.5 µs while the maximum allowed
output rate is 30 kHz. One of the key components is the Extremely Fast Tracker
(XFT) [50] processor which reconstructs tracks inside the drift chamber and. If ap-
propriate, it matches them with lepton information coming from the electromagnetic
calorimeters or from muon chambers.
The second trigger level is implemented in hard- and software and has a typical
latency of 20 µs and a maximum output rate of 1000 Hz. For b-physics, the key
component is the Silicon Vertex Trigger (SVT) processor [51], which exploits the
lifetime of b- and c-quark hadrons. The decay vertices of those particles are often
located a few millimetres away from the primary interaction vertex. Therefore, the
SVT uses both the level-1 XFT tracks and SVX information as input. It applies
tracking algorithms and provides 2D reconstructed parameters (pT , φ, d) as output
for all tracks. Typical impact parameter resolutions are of the order of 50 µm
including the beam size.
The third trigger level is a dedicated computing farm that performs full event recon-
struction with a speed-optimised version of the oﬄine code. In most of the cases,
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the level-3 reconfirms decisions of the previous levels with higher precision. The final
output rate to tape is ∼ 100 Hz.
For b-physics, the most important trigger paths are the di-muon trigger, the dis-
placed track plus lepton trigger and the two-track trigger. Each one was designed
for a certain group of decay signatures.
The data used for this analysis were taken with the two-track trigger. It requires two
displaced tracks with pT > 2 GeV/c respectively and an opening angle between 2
◦
and 135◦. The impact parameter d0 of each track is required to be between 0.1 mm
and 1 mm. In addition, the decay length in the transverse plane Lxy must be greater
than 0.12 mm. Further one of the following scenarios, also called sub-paths, must
be fulfilled:
LOW PT: The scalar sum of the transverse momenta of both tracks must be greater
than 4 GeV/c.
CHARM: The scalar sum of the transverse momenta of both tracks must be greater
than 5.5 GeV/c. Further both tracks must possess opposite charge.
HIGH PT: The scalar sum of the transverse momenta of both tracks must be
greater than 6.5 GeV/c. Further both tracks must possess opposite charge.
4.2 Event Selection
As already mentioned in chapter 2, the following decay channels are used for the
measurement of the mixing frequency ∆ms:
B0s → D−s pi+, D−s → φ0pi−, φ0 → K+K−,
B0s → D−s pi+, D−s → K∗K−, K∗ → K+pi−,
B0s → D−s pi+, D−s → pi+pi−pi−,
B0s → D−s pi+pi+pi−, D−s → φ0pi−, φ0 → K+K−.
First of all, events are only considered if they were taken during runs which were
marked as good by the data quality group. Further, the following hit requirements
must be met by the event tracks: the sum of stereo and axial hits in the silicon
detector must be at least three. For the central outer tracker, at least 10 stereo and
at least 10 axial hits are required. The lower limit for the transverse momenta of
the stable particles is set to 0.35 GeV/c. The event itself must meet one of the level
2 trigger scenarios which are described above. For the reconstructed B0s candidate
a generous mass window is chosen from 4.8 GeV/c2 to 6.0 GeV/c2.
The tracks of each event are fitted with the mass hypotheses of the respective decay.
Afterwards, it is reconstructed from bottom to top. In order to increase the signal
to background ratio, neural networks are applied. They were optimised for the
purpose of accepting as much signal events as possible while rejecting combinatorial
background as much as possible. The figure of merit used for this optimisation is
the yield significance, defined by S/
√
S +B. This expression is also a part of the
amplitude significance, which is defined as
S = S√
S +B
·
√
εD2
2
· e−σ2ct∆m2s/2. (4.1)
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For each decay channel one neural network is applied. Afterwards, events are only
considered if their signal probability exceeds a certain value. This cut was deter-
mined by consideration of the yield significance for each decay channel separately.
Further details on training and optimisation of the applied neural networks can be
found in Ref. [52, 53, 54, 55].
The candidate events were measured between February 2002 and June 2009. This
corresponds to data taking periods 0 through 25. Corresponding run ranges, online
time and datasets can be found in table 4.1 on page 44. The data amount corresponds
to an integrated luminosity of approximately 5.2 fb−1.
4.3 Data Composition
After applying the reconstruction and selection algorithms, various kinds of signal
and non-signal contributions are contained inside the data sample. The reason for
this is obvious - they meet all requirements applied. The following section describes
the different classes which the selected events are expected to belong to.
One way to classify these samples is to ask whether there is a real B0s meson in the
initial state. This is the case for the following contributions:
• Signal: The decay channel which is referred to as signal is B0s → D−s pi+ or
B0s → D−s pi+pi+pi−
• Signal with final state radiation: The charged particles in the decay chan-
nel at hand may emit bremsstrahlung. This affects the kinematics of the decay.
In the following it will be denoted by the suffix (nγ), e.g. B0s → D−s pi+(nγ).
• Cabibbo suppressed signal: This term refers to decays similar to the signal
only with the pion from the Bs meson replaced by a kaon. In the selection
and reconstruction applied this phenomenon is not considered explicitly. In
comparison to the signal the size of this contribution is expected to be small
(see table 4.2 on page 45).
• Partially reconstructed decays: This means that at least one particle was
not considered in the reconstruction. Possible reasons are that it was not found
or that it is electrically neutral. The remaining charged particles of the selected
decay match the signal signature. Two partially reconstructed decay channels
possess a distinct shape in mass: the first one is B0s → D−s ρ+, ρ+ → pi+pi0, the
second one is B0s → D∗−s pi+, D∗−s → D−s γ and D∗−s → D−s pi0. Miscellaneous
partially reconstructed decays are denoted by B → D−s X+.
The contributions which do not originate from real B0s mesons can be divided into
two classes. The first one consists of real physics events, where a wrong particle
hypothesis was assigned to one of the decay products. The reflections expected are
described in the following:
• Background coming from B0-Mesons: If a kaon hypothesis is assigned to
one of the pions from the D− in the real decay B0 → D−pi+, D− → K+pi−pi−,
a D−s is misreconstructed. The subsequent combination of this particle with a
pion leads to the reconstruction of a fake B0s instead of a real B
0. This kind
of background is only expected in B0s → D−s pi+, D−s → K∗K−, K∗ → K+pi−.
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• Background coming from Λb-Baryons: Wrong mass hypotheses for the
stable particles in the decay Λ0b → Λ+c pi− and Λ+c → pK−pi+ may result in the
reconstruction of a fake D+s meson instead of a real Λ
+
c baryon. Again the
subsequent combination of this particle with a pion leads to the reconstruction
of a fake B¯0s instead of a real Λ
0
b . This kind of reflection is expected in B
0
s →
D−s pi
+, D−s → K∗K−, K∗ → K+pi− and B0s → D−s pi+, D−s → pi+pi−pi−.
The second class of the non-B0s meson contribution is called combinatorial back-
ground. This means that an appropriate set of at least partially independent tracks
match the selection criteria.
Table 4.2 (page 45) summarises the different contributions together with their ex-
pected fractions. All values are given with respect to the proper signal. As an
example, ACb is defined as
ACb :=
N(B0s → D−s K+)
N(B0s → D−s pi+)
(4.2)
in the single pion modes. Gaussian constraints are later applied for these parameters.
Initial values for the physics reflections can be found in Ref. [54]. The fraction of
signal events with final state radiation was assumed to be 4.0 % for both decays. This
is the default value of the PHOTOS module [56] which was used for the generation
of the simulated events for the signal (see also subsection 4.4).
4.4 Simulated Events
As discussed in previous section, several contributions are expected in the different
data samples. Except for the combinatorial background, one simulated dataset is
created for each such contribution:
For each decay channel a simulated data sample is produced for the signal using
PYTHIA [57]. This data sample also contains final state radiation which is simulated
by the PHOTOS module [56]. The mean B0s lifetime used for the creation amounts
cτ = 0.0459cm.
The Monte Carlo generator BGenerator II [58] is used for generating templates for
the physics backgrounds including the Cabibbo reflection. In addition, one simu-
lated dataset containing partially reconstructed decays is created for each B0s decay
channel.
The same neural networks which were trained for the selection of B0s mesons on
measured data are applied on all simulated samples created. The same cut levels
were hereby chosen.
The PYTHIA samples which are used to simulate the signal part of the respective
decay were produced using detector parameters taken during periods 0 through 4.
Since then, the operations of the Tevatron has changed: the initial luminosity in
each store was gradually increased. With this the instantaneous luminosity tended
to increase as well. Associated with this change is an alteration of the trigger sub-
path composition. The origin of this is the finiteness of the trigger bandwidth on level
1 and level 2. In order to use it in an optimal way with consideration of interests of
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Figure 4.1: The composition of the level 2 trigger sub-paths are compared between
simulated (blue) and measured data (red).
the different analysis groups at the same time, a mechanism called trigger prescaling
is employed. It artificially suppresses certain trigger paths if others seem to be
more adequate at a given time. In addition, interdependencies between triggers are
existing. Further details on the B Physics triggers can be found in Ref. [59] and
Ref. [60].
For the analysis at hand, this is the reason why the composition of the level 2 trigger
sub-paths LOW PT, CHARM and HIGH PT has changed if simulation is compared
to the entire dataset. Figure 4.1 illustrates this discrepancy. The technique which
was used to obtain this histogram on measured data, a sideband subtraction, is
described in section 6.
With HIGH PT being a subset of CHARM and CHARM being a subset of the
LOW PT scenario, the three variables have the following meaning:
• LOW PT means that only the LOW PT scenario is fulfilled
• CHARM means that the LOW PT and the CHARM requirements are met.
The HIGH PT scenario is not fulfilled
• HIGH PT means that all criteria are fulfilled.
In order to deal with this disagreement, weights are derived. They are obtained by
dividing the fraction of measured data events by the fraction of simulated events
for each trigger sub-path, respectively. This procedure is performed for all decay
channels separately. A comparison between them, based on measured events, can
be found in figure 4.2 as complementing information. It is clearly recognisable that
they all possess the same tendency.
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Figure 4.2: Composition of the three different level 2 triggers shown for different B0s
decay channels.
The derived weights for the decay channel B0s → D−s pi+, D−s → φ0pi− are
wLOW PT = 0.46, (4.3)
wCHARM = 1.22, (4.4)
wHIGH PT = 1.12. (4.5)
They are used only on simulation. So each time a simulated event is used, it enters
with the given number as weight.
In chapter 7 it is shown that, although the difference between simulated and mea-
sured data is quite striking, the effect of this reweighting procedure is negligible.
4.5 Variable Definitions
Several properties of the reconstructed B0s meson are used inside the unbinned max-
imum likelihood. Each of those variables can be seen as a fitting dimension. The
following list summarises them along with the reason why they are used:
• The reconstructed invariant mass m of the B0s , measured in GeV. The reason
to use this quantity is that several contributions expected in our sample are
clearly separated in mass. Therefore, it is the best discriminating variable used
inside the fit.
• The proper decay time of the B0s meson multiplied by the speed of light:
ct. It is obtained by dividing the decay length of the B0s -meson in the x-y
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plane Lxy (given in cm) by its transverse momentum pT (given in GeV) and
multiplying it by the reconstructed invariant mass m (given in GeV):
ct =
Lxym
pT
. (4.6)
It has therefore the unit cm. Seen in general, mixing is a temporal phe-
nomenon. Therefore, the proper decay time is an essential part of each mea-
surement of the mixing frequency.
• The resolution of the proper decay time σct, measured in cm. The expres-
sion for this variable can be derived by applying Gaussian error propagation
on the above formula.
σct =
√(
m
pT
)2
σ2Lxy +
(
Lxy m
p2T
)2
σ2pT . (4.7)
This analysis only considers fully reconstructed decay channels. This implies
that the resolution of the transverse momentum is expected to be negligible
comparing to the decay length resolution. By doing so, the above equation
simplifies to
σct =
σLxy m
pT
. (4.8)
By using this variable, events with a more precise decay time measurement are
implicitly considered with a greater weight.
• The decay flavour of the B0s meson ξD, a unitless quantity. This variable
is obtained by the decay reconstruction. It is derived using the charge of
the pion originating from the B0s candidate. The decay flavour is therefore a
binary quantity taking either -1 or +1 as value. It is an inherent property
of the reconstruction that this assignment is always correct for a given signal
decay.
• The production flavour of the B0s -candidate ξP , a unitless quantity. This
variable is obtained by b-flavour tagging. The approaches used at CDF to
achieve this are described in section 2.8.
Most taggers do not possess the capability of providing a decision for each
event. The range of values is therefore not only -1 or +1 (B0s or B¯
0
s ) but also 0
(no decision). The fraction of events a tagger gives an estimation on is called
efficiency:
ε =
N+ +N−
N+ +N− +N0
. (4.9)
N+ (N−) hereby stands for the number of events tagged with a positive (neg-
ative) production flavour. N0 denotes events without tagging decision.
An estimation of mixing frequency and amplitude can only be provided if
both production flavour and decay flavour is available for a sufficient number
of events.
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• The dilution D is a unitless quantity which is also given by the flavour tagger
algorithm. It is related to the probability for the tagging decision (see previous
item) to be correct by the following equation:
D =
NR −NW
NR +NW
= 2 · P − 1, (4.10)
NR (NW ) denotes hereby the number of correct (incorrect) decisions. It is
noteworthy that the dilution does not apply if the tagging algorithm did not
reach a decision.
The reason for using this quantity is to assign higher weights for B0s meson
candidates which possess more reliable tagging decisions.
By using the efficiency, the mixing amplitude and the mean value of D2, the
tagging power can be determined:
T = εA2D2. (4.11)
It can be seen as a benchmark quantity for a given tagger. Typical values for
the tagging powers at hadron colliders vary up to ∼ 5 %.
4.6 Resolution Scaling
The mixing significance formula, which is presented above, also contains the uncer-
tainty on the proper decay time. The correct estimation of that quantity is therefore
of particular importance for the amplitude measurement of the fast oscillating B0s
meson. However, a known problem of the decay reconstruction used is a general
underestimation of this uncertainty. Figure 4.3 illustrates this fact using simulated
events. Here the difference between the true and the measured proper decay time
divided by the estimated uncertainty is shown event-by-event. The distribution is
fitted by a Gaussian which is assumed as resolution model. Three properties of this
fit are discussed in the following: its width, its mean value and its quality.
The width of the fitted Gaussian is the factor by which the reconstructed proper
decay time is underestimated. It is roughly 1.38. The usual way to deal with this
discrepancy is to apply a scale factor. However, rather than choosing a constant
number for scaling a one-dimensional function is employed. The pseudo-rapidity η
is used as variable. So a plot of the standard deviation of the proper decay time pull
distribution (difference between the measured decay time and the true decay time
divided by the uncertainty) is drawn in bins of η. This function is fitted by a second
order polynomial:
s(η) = a · η2 + b · η + c. (4.12)
The fit results (without unit) for the parameters a,b and c are
a = (7.92791± 0.35811) · 10−2, (4.13)
b = (−2.08479± 2.61885) · 10−3, (4.14)
c = 1.35375± 0.00201. (4.15)
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Figure 4.3: The difference between the true and the measured proper decay time
divided by the resolution is shown event-by-event for the B0s meson. A Gaussian is
fitted to the distribution.
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Figure 4.4: The width of the proper decay time pull distribution (difference between
the simulated decay time and the measured decay time divided by the decay time
resolution) is drawn over the pseudo-rapidity η.
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Figure 4.5: The difference between the true and the measured proper decay time di-
vided by the scaled resolution is shown event-by-event for the B0s meson. A Gaussian
is fitted to the distribution.
The corresponding fit can be found in figure 4.4.
Each event of each data sample is multiplied by that function. This implies that the
same function is used for all B0s decay channels. A pull plot using the scaled proper
decay time resolution can be found in figure 4.5. The width of the fitted Gaussian is
now close to one. The mean value is slightly smaller in comparison to the previous
fit.
In an earlier study [61], a similar fit was done using prompt decays taken from
measured data. A comparison by eye shows that the corresponding projections
resemble each other closely, which suggests that the simulated events are valid, at
least to this point.
Concerning equation 4.12 the question arises whether additional scale functions
would be necessary to handle this discrepancy. On the other hand a constant num-
ber, as used in many CDF studies, could also be sufficient for the analysis at hand.
Therefore the effect of this scaling procedure on the parameters of interest is evalu-
ated in chapter 7.
The mean value of the fitted Gaussian is noteworthy because it is not consistent
with zero. By multiplying it by the mean proper decay time resolution of 0.0028 cm,
the mean deviation
< ctmeasured − cttrue >= 1.96 · 10−4 cm (4.16)
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is obtained. This value can be compared to the period length of the B0s mixing
frequency (assumption: ∆ms = 17.77 ps
−1):
cT = c · 2pi
∆ms
≈ 1.06 · 10−2 cm. (4.17)
This means that the expected period length is more than fifty times higher than the
observed discrepancy. Based on this study, the observed shift will be neglected in
the following.
Finally, the quality of the fits to both pull distributions show that the mixture of two
Gaussians would give a better resolution model. This fact is confirmed by earlier
studies [62] which were derived on measured data.
However, using two Gaussians would complicate the fit model and eventually double
the computing time of the unbinned maximum likelihood fit (chapter 5). Besides
it is arguable if the simulated data is reliable to this high degree. The resolution
model is therefore taken as single Gaussian and systematic effects originating from
this assumption are evaluated later in chapter 7.
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Period Run-Range Online Time Dataset
25 275873 - 277511 05 May 09 - 13 Jun 09 0m
24 274123 - 275848 22 Mar 09 - 04 May 09 0m
23 272470 - 274055 15 Feb 09 - 21 Mar 09 0m
22 271072 - 272214 02 Jan 09 - 10 Feb 09 0m
21 268155 - 271047 12 Oct 08 - 01 Jan 09 0m
20 266528 - 267718 24 Aug 08 - 04 Oct 08 0m
19 264101 - 266513 01 Jul 08 - 24 Aug 08 0m
18 261119 - 264071 18 Apr 08 - 01 Jul 08 0m
17 258880 - 261005 28 Feb 08 - 16 Apr 08 0k
16 256840 - 258787 27 Jan 08 - 27 Feb 08 0k
15 254800 - 256824 05 Dec 07 - 27 Jan 08 0k
14 252836 - 254683 28 Oct 07 - 03 Dec 07 0k
13 241665 - 246231 13 May 07 - 04 Aug 07 0j
12 237845 - 241664 01 Apr 07 - 13 May 07 0j
11 233133 - 237795 31 Jan 07 - 30 Mar 07 0j
10 228664 - 233111 24 Nov 06 - 31 Jan 07 0j
9 222529 - 228596 01 Sep 06 - 22 Nov 06 0i
8 217990 - 222426 09 Jun 06 - 01 Sep 06 0i
7 210012 - 212133 14 Jan 06 - 22 Feb 06 0i
6 206990 - 210011 10 Nov 05 - 14 Jan 06 0i
5 203819 - 206989 05 Sep 05 - 09 Nov 05 0i
4 201350 - 203799 20 Jul 05 - 04 Sep 05 0h
3 198380 - 201349 21 May 05 - 19 Jul 05 0h
2 195409 - 198379 19 Mar 05 - 20 May 05 0h
1 190697 - 195408 07 Dec 04 - 18 Mar 05 0h
0 138425 - 186598 04 Feb 02 - 22 Aug 04 0d
Table 4.1: Period, run ranges, online time and dataset for the events used in this
analysis [3].
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Identifier Type of Contribution Decay Fraction
B0s → D−s pi+, D−s → φ0pi−
Signal Bs → Dspi 100 %
Signal with final state radiation Bs → Dspi(nγ) 4.0 %
ACb Cabibbo Suppressed Signal Bs → DsK 5.5 %
B0s → D−s pi+, D−s → K∗K−
Signal Bs → Dspi 100 %
Signal with final state radiation Bs → Dspi(nγ) 4.0 %
ACb Cabibbo Suppressed Signal Bs → DsK 5.5 %
AB0 B
0 contribution B0 → Dpi 6.7 %
ALm Λb contribution Λb → Λcpi 9.2 %
B0s → D−s pi+, D−s → pi+pi−pi−
Signal Bs → Dspi 100 %
Signal with final state radiation Bs → Dspi(nγ) 4.0 %
ACb Cabibbo Suppressed Signal Bs → DsK 5.5 %
ALm Λb contribution Λb → Λcpi 6.2 %
B0s → D−s pi−pi+pi+, D−s → φ0pi−
Signal Bs → Ds3pi 100 %
Signal with final state radiation Bs → Ds3pi(nγ) 4.0 %
ACb Cabibbo Suppressed Signal Bs → DsKpipi 5.5 %
Table 4.2: Expected backgrounds in the different data samples and their expected
fraction with respect to the signal.

5 Maximum Likelihood Method
For this analysis, the most important technique is the maximum likelihood method.
It is used to determine the quantities of interest. A description can be found in the
this chapter.
5.1 Definition
A set of measured values x (x1, x2, . . . , xn), where xi is either a scalar or a vector,
is given. Further a probability density function f(x|a) is assumed to describe the
measured values for a certain but unknown set of parameters a. It is required that
f(x|a) is normalised to one with respect to x for all possible values of a:∫
Ω
f(x|a)dx = 1. (5.1)
Based on this initial situation, the maximum likelihood method [63] provides the
best estimation of the parameters. In order to do so the likelihood function
L(a) =
n∏
i=1
f(xi|a) (5.2)
is built. It is a function of a and can be seen as the probability to observe the
measured values for a given parameter set. On the other hand, it must be emphasised
that L(a) is not a probability density function.
According to the maximum likelihood principle, the best estimation for a is the value
for which L(a) becomes maximal. In other words, the probability for observing the
measured values is optimised.
Technically, the negative log-likelihood function is used. It is obtained by applying,
at first, the logarithm on equation 5.2 and afterwards multiplying the result by a
negative value:
−2 · log(L(a)) = −2 ·
n∑
i=1
log(f(xi|a)). (5.3)
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The logarithm is a monotonous function. Therefore, by using this transformation
the position of the maximum is preserved. At the same time, the multiplication
becomes a sum and a more convenient range of values is obtained for the overall
result. The reason for multiplying the result by a negative number is based on the
fact that algorithms, which are employed in order to find extrema are by convention
minimisers. By using 2 as a prefactor the expression resembles the method of least
squares.
In addition to the best estimation, the maximum likelihood method is also capable
of providing the standard deviation for each parameter. This procedure is presented
in the following. In order to simplify matters, the derivation is constraint to one free
parameter only. The extension to multiple parameters works in an analogical way.
For a high enough number of measurements the likelihood function L(a) possesses
a Gaussian shape. In this case, the log-likelihood function F (a) := −2 · log(L(a))
can be expanded around the minimal value aˆ:
F (a) = F (aˆ) +
1
2
· d
2F
da2
(a− aˆ)2 + . . . (5.4)
The approximation does not include the first order because it is by definition zero
for a minimum. Stopping at the second order, the likelihood function becomes
L(a) = const · exp
(
− d
2F
da2
(a− aˆ)2
)
. (5.5)
A comparison between this expression and a Gaussian function,
const · exp
(
− d
2F
da2
(a− aˆ)2
)
!
= const · exp
(
− (a− aˆ)
2
2σ2aˆ
)
, (5.6)
yields that the standard deviation of the parameter a can be estimated using the
second derivative of the log-likelihood function:
σaˆ =
(
2 · d
2F
da2
∣∣∣∣
aˆ
)−1/2
. (5.7)
Equation 5.4 shows that the log-likelihood function is expected to have a parabolic
shape around the minimum aˆ. If this is not the case, the ideal way to deal with
the situation is to find a non-linear transformation function z = z(a), where F (z)
becomes parabolic. Afterwards, zˆ and σzˆ can be used in order to determine aˆ and
σaˆ. Another possibility is the determination of right and left standard deviations, σr
and σl. This means that the algorithm actually follows the negative log-likelihood
function out of the minimum. After a certain increment is reached, e.g. ∆F = 1
for 1σ, the current distance to the minimum is taken as standard deviation. This is
done on both sides resulting in two different values σl and σr.
The advantage of the maximum likelihood method is that it is consistent. This
means that the best estimation of the parameter set aˆ converges to the true value
atrue as the number of observations increase:
lim
n→∞
aˆ = atrue. (5.8)
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The disadvantage of this method is that it is not necessarily unbiased if the es-
timation is performed on a finite number of observations. This means that the
log-likelihood function around the minimum may deviate from a parabolic shape.
Throughout this analysis the maximum likelihood method is used in order to de-
termine the parameters of interest. The function definition follows equation 5.3.
Default minimisations are performed using Minuit [64]. If necessary, scans for the
right and left standard deviations are done with Minos.
5.2 Combination
In order to extract common parameters from different data samples, the maximum
likelihood method is extended. This is done by minimising the sum of the respective
negative log-likelihood functions,
−2 ·
∑
j
ln
(
Lj(~aj)
)
. (5.9)
The index j denotes hereby the different data samples. The fit models are also
allowed to differ from each other.
In the analysis at hand, the different decay channels are treated in this way. Com-
mon parameters are the mean B0s lifetime, the mixing amplitude and the mixing
frequency.
5.3 Fit Model
It was already mentioned in the previous sections that the maximum likelihood
method relies on a model function which is assumed to describe the measured values
for a certain choice of parameters. Some of those parameters are the quantities of
interest (e.g. scale factor, mixing frequency or mean lifetime), the rest are nuisance
parameters. The following section focusses therefore on the derivation of a data fit
model. The consideration of correlations between the variables introduced in section
4.5 is hereby a crucial point.
An introduction is given in table 5.1, where the correlations between the fit variables
are shown for signal and background. The ones for the signal were derived from
simulated data. The coefficients for the combinatorial background were derived from
measured data using the upper side band starting from 5.55 GeV/c2 in invariant
mass, where only this contribution is expected.
5.3.1 Classes
The unbinned maximum likelihood fit which is used to determine the parameters
of interest is performed inside a narrow mass window ranging from 5.31 GeV/c2 to
5.60 GeV/c2. Inside this window the contributions of non-proper signal decays, like
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Signal
m ct σct D ξPrd ξDcy
m 100.0 % 0.4 % 0.8 % 0.4 % 0.3 % -0.1 %
ct 0.4 % 100.0 % 20.5 % 0.6 % -0.1 % 0.2 %
σct 0.8 % 20.5 % 100.0 % 3.9 % -0.0 % 0.0 %
D 0.4 % 0.6 % 3.9 % 100.0 % 0.7 % -0.1 %
ξPrd 0.3 % -0.1 % -0.0 % 0.7 % 100.0 % -0.5 %
ξDcy -0.1 % 0.2 % 0.0 % -0.1 % -0.5 % 100.0 %
Combinatorial Background
m ct σct D ξPrd ξDcy
m 100.0 % 3.5 % 6.6 % -4.4 % -1.0 % -4.5 %
ct 3.5 % 100.0 % 57.4 % -0.5 % -0.1 % 0.0 %
σct 6.6 % 57.4 % 100.0 % 3.3 % 3.9 % -0.2 %
D -4.4 % -0.5 % 3.3 % 100.0 % 0.2 % -4.5 %
ξPrd -1.0 % -0.1 % 3.9 % 0.2 % 100.0 % -0.5 %
ξDcy -4.5 % 0.0 % -0.2 % -4.5 % -0.5 % 100.0 %
Table 5.1: Correlation matrix for simulated signal events and events taken from the
combinatorial background.
final state radiation, Cabibbo suppressed signal and partially reconstructed decays,
are expected to be small. In mass, the corresponding functions are therefore merged
into a common function. For the other dimensions the same functions are used for all
contributions. In the following, this ensemble will be referred to as signal (subscript
Sig).
The other event classes which are considered in the probability density function are
• Combinatorial background (subscript Comb)
• B0-Meson reflection (subscript B)
• Λb reflection (subscript Λb)
The overall probability density function can be written as
P (m, ct, σct, ξD, ξP , D) = fSig · PSig(m, ct, σct, ξD, ξP , D)
+ fComb · PComb(m, ct, σct, ξD, ξP , D)
+ fΛb · PΛb(m, ct, σct, ξD, ξP , D)
+ fB · PB(m, ct, σct, ξD, ξP , D).
(5.10)
The functions Pj inside this expression refer to probability density functions de-
scribing the corresponding class j. Internal parameters of the probability density
functions are omitted. fSig, fComb, fΛb and fB are fit parameters. They can be seen
as fractions describing the relative size of class j with respect to the total data sam-
ple at hand. The requirement of a normalisation equal to 1 leads to the following
condition:
fSig + fComb + fΛb + fB = 1. (5.11)
Subsection 6.2 describes how this constraint is realised technically.
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Figure 5.1: The correlation between mass and other variables is illustrated by com-
bined scatter and profile plots. A data sample consisting of simulated B0s mesons
was used for their creation.
Each probability density function Pj can be factorised in a mass-dependent and a
mass-independent term:
Pj(m, ct, σct, ξD, ξP , D) = Pj(m|ct, σct, ξD, ξP , D) · Pj(ct, σct, ξD, ξP , D) (5.12)
In order to give an impression of the small correlation between mass and any other
variable used, combined scatter and profile plots can be seen in figure 5.1 and 5.2
for signal and combinatorial background, which are the two dominating classes.
The highest correlation coefficient between mass and any other variable is 6.6 %.
A similar behaviour is expected from the physics reflections. Therefore, mass is
assumed to be independent from the other variables. With this, the general equation
5.12 simplifies to
Pj(m, ct, σct, ξD, ξP , D) = Pj(m) · Pj(ct, σct, ξD, ξP , D) (5.13)
and equation 5.10 becomes
P (m, ct, σct, ξD, ξP , D) = fSig · PSig(m) · PSig(ct, σct, ξD, ξP , D)
+ fComb · PComb(m) · PComb(ct, σct, ξD, ξP , D)
+ fΛb · PΛb(m) · PΛb(ct, σct, ξD, ξP , D)
+ fB · PB(m) · PB(ct, σct, ξD, ξP , D).
(5.14)
The mass terms are fitted by phenomenological functions. This is further described
in chapter 6. The following subsections focus on the individual Pj(ct, σct, ξD, ξP , D)
terms.
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Figure 5.2: The correlation between mass and other variables is illustrated by com-
bined scatter and profile plots. A data sample consisting of B0s candidate events
taken from the combinatorial background was used for their creation.
5.3.2 Signal
The following section focusses on PSig(ct, σct, ξD, ξP , D) (first line in equation 5.14),
the probability density function for the signal in each variable except for mass. Based
on the fact that the decay flavour of each candidate can flawlessly be determined,
this expression can be separated into two terms:
PSig(ct, σct, ξD, ξP , D) =
{
PSig(ct, σct, ξP , D| → B0s ) if ξD = +1
PSig(ct, σct, ξP , D| → B¯0s ) if ξD = −1 . (5.15)
In this equation PSig(ct, σct, ξP , D| → B0s ) (the first case) denotes the probability
density function for a particle which decayed as B0s . Thus, it has either been B
0
s or
B¯0s at production time. An analog argumentation can be made for the second case.
Therefore the following ansatz can be made for both:
PSig(ct, σct, ξP , D| → B0s ) = fB0s→B0s · PSig(ct, σct, ξP , D|B0s → B0s )
+ fB¯0s→B0s · PSig(ct, σct, ξP , D|B¯0s → B0s ),
(5.16)
PSig(ct, σct, ξP , D| → B¯0s ) = fB0s→B¯0s · PSig(ct, σct, ξP , D|B0s → B¯0s )
+ fB¯0s→B¯0s · PSig(ct, σct, ξP , D|B¯0s → B¯0s ).
(5.17)
The four fractions introduced inside both equations are further exemplified in the
following: fB0s→B0s , as an example, is the fraction of detected mesons which were
produced as B0s and also decayed as B
0
s . Conservation of probability requires both
fractions within each equation to have a sum of 1:
fB0s→B0s + fB¯0s→B0s = 1, (5.18)
fB0s→B¯0s + fB¯0s→B¯0s = 1. (5.19)
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Alternatively, those fractions can be interpreted as Bayesian probabilities. In this
picture the previous two equations become
P (B0s produced|B0s detected) + P (B¯0s produced|B0s detected) = 1, (5.20)
P (B0s produced|B¯0s detected) + P (B¯0s produced|B¯0s detected) = 1. (5.21)
In this way the number of parameters are reduced from four to two. Further it
is assumed that the fraction of mesons having the same (a different) flavour at
production and decay time are the same for detected B0s and B¯
0
s .
fB0s→B0s = fB¯0s→B¯0s (5.22)
fB¯0s→B0s = fB0s→B¯0s =: fmix (5.23)
Again, those equations can be interpreted as Bayesian probabilities:
P (B0s produced|B0s detected) = P (B¯0s produced|B¯0s detected), (5.24)
P (B¯0s produced|B0s detected) = P (B0s produced|B¯0s detected)
=: P (anti-particle produced|particle detected)
(5.25)
This implicitly assumes the same production rate and the same detection efficiency
for particle and anti-particle. Further any kind of CP violation is not considered.
Now only one parameter remains and equations 5.16 and 5.17 become
PSig(ct, σct, ξP , D| → B0s ) = (1− fmix) · PSig(ct, σct, ξP , D|B0s → B0s )
+ fmix · PSig(ct, σct, ξP , D|B¯0s → B0s ),
(5.26)
PSig(ct, σct, ξP , D| → B¯0s ) = fmix · PSig(ct, σct, ξP , D|B0s → B¯0s )
+ (1− fmix) · PSig(ct, σct, ξP , D|B¯0s → B¯0s ).
(5.27)
Here fmix is the fraction of detected mesons which were produced with a production
flavour different from their decay flavour. From this definition it is clear that this
quantity cannot be a fit parameter. Instead it is an inherent property of the analysed
particle itself: for example, the periodic time in comparison to its mean lifetime is
far smaller for the B0s than for the B
0(see table 2.2 on page 11). Therefore, it is
more likely for the B0s to alter its flavour than for the B
0.
In order to define fmix the probability density function for a given initial and a given
final state (here B0s → B0s ) must be further analysed. It can be factorised in the
following way:
PSig(ct, σct, ξP , D|B0s → B0s ) = PSig(ct|σct, ξP , D,B0s → B0s )
· PSig(σct, ξP , D|B0s → B0s ),
(5.28)
where PSig(ct|σct, ξP , D,B0s → B0s ) is the probability density function in proper decay
time. A basic expression for it was already derived in equations 2.61 and 2.62 (page
15): in true proper decay time ct˜, it consists of an exponential function (decay)
with cosine modulation (mixing). The detector resolution is represented by the
convolution of this function with a Gaussian G. The result has the measured decay
time ct as variable. In order to account for the limited acceptance of the detector
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Figure 5.3: The correlation between proper decay time and other variables is illus-
trated by combined scatter and profile plots. A data sample consisting of simulated
B0s mesons was used for their creation.
or, more precise, of the Two Track Trigger, it must be multiplied by an efficiency
function :
PSig(ct|σct, ξP , D,B0s → B0s ) =
1
NB0s→B0s
·
{[1
τ
e−t˜/τ · 1
2
(1 + cos(∆mt˜))
]
⊗ G(ct˜− ct|σct)
}
· (ct|σct, ξP , D,B0s → B0s ).
(5.29)
The efficiency function is derived from simulated data using the measured decay
time and its resolution.
Figure 5.3 illustrates the correlation between the proper decay time ct and the re-
maining variables. Similar plots can be found in figure 5.4 for the proper decay time
resolution σct.
A strong correlation between proper decay time and proper decay time uncertainty is
clearly recognisable. The remaining correlations are negligible. The efficiency func-
tion contains therefore only σct as parameter. In order to handle this correlation the
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Figure 5.4: The correlation between proper decay time resolution and other variables
is illustrated by combined scatter and profile plots. A data sample consisting of
simulated B0s mesons was used for their creation.
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range of values of the proper decay time resolution is split into ten intervals. Within
each interval, a separate efficiency function is determined. They are obtained by
dividing the distribution of the measured proper decay time after trigger require-
ments and cuts by the sum of the proper decay time probability density functions
assuming perfect acceptance:
(ct) =
measured decay time after trigger and cuts∑
i
1
τ
e−ct˜/cτ ⊗ G(ct˜− ct|σct,i)
. (5.30)
The sum in the denominator runs hereby over all simulated events available. In each
case the decay time uncertainty is used as width of the Gaussian resolution function.
The result is a function of ct.
Summarising this, two equations are obtained, one for mesons changing their flavour
(subscript mix) and one for mesons remaining unchanged (subscript unmix):
PSig(ct|σct, unmix) = 1
Nunmix
·
{[
1
τ
e−t˜/τ · 1
2
(1 + cos(∆mt˜))
]
⊗ G(ct˜− ct|σct)
}
· (ct|σct),
(5.31)
PSig(ct|σct,mix) = 1
Nmix
·
{[
1
τ
e−t˜/τ · 1
2
(1− cos(∆mt˜))
]
⊗ G(ct˜− ct|σct)
}
· (ct|σct).
(5.32)
Nmix and Nunmix are normalisation constants. They are defined as
Nunmix
mix
=
∫ ∞
ct=−∞
{[1
τ
e−t˜/τ · 1
2
(1± cos(∆mt˜))
]
⊗ G(ct˜− ct|σct)
}
· (ct|σct) d(ct).
(5.33)
They can also be regarded as the area under the (unnormalised) probability density
functions in proper decay time. Nmix and Nunmix can therefore be used to express
fmix (defined in equation 5.23):
fmix =
Nmix
Nmix +Nunmix
. (5.34)
The four equations for the different production and decay flavours can now be sum-
marised using a simpler notation:
PSig(ct, σct, ξP , D|B0s → B0s ) = PSig(ct|σct, unmix) · PSig(σct, ξP , D|B0s → B0s ),
(5.35)
PSig(ct, σct, ξP , D|B0s → B¯0s ) = PSig(ct|σct,mix) · PSig(σct, ξP , D|B0s → B¯0s ), (5.36)
PSig(ct, σct, ξP , D|B¯0s → B0s ) = PSig(ct|σct,mix) · PSig(σct, ξP , D|B¯0s → B0s ), (5.37)
PSig(ct, σct, ξP , D|B¯0s → B¯0s ) = PSig(ct|σct, unmix) · PSig(σct, ξP , D|B¯0s → B¯0s ).
(5.38)
The ct-independent terms on the right hand side of each equation can be factorised
into two parts. The B0s → B0s -term is taken as example here:
PSig(σct, ξP , D|B0s → B0s ) = PSig(σct|ξP , D,B0s → B0s ) · PSig(ξP , D|B0s → B0s ).
(5.39)
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Figure 5.4 shows that the proper decay time resolution σct is independent from
production flavour, decay flavour and dilution:
PSig(σct, ξP , D|B0s → B0s ) = PSig(σct) · PSig(ξP , D|B0s → B0s ). (5.40)
The distributions of PSig(ξP , D) are different for different initial states B
0
s and B¯
0
s .
Otherwise tagging would have no effect.
Although there are no striking differences expected, positive and negative decay
flavour are still distinguished in this dimension. Taking PSig(ξP , D|B0s → B0s ) as
example, it can be seen as the conditional probability to observe a certain (ξP , D)
value under the assumption of B0s as true initial state flavour and B
0
s as final state.
Using Bayes’ Law it can be expressed by the tagger output PSig(B
0
s → |ξP , D):
PSig(ξP , D|B0s → B0s ) =
PSig(B
0
s → |ξP , D,→ B0s ) · PSig(ξP , D| → B0s )
PSig(B0s → B0s )
. (5.41)
PSig(B
0
s → B0s ) represents the tagger’s training sample composition of B0s and B¯0s .
It can be written as PSig(B
0
s →) because no information from the final state is used.
In addition, a self-evident consensus is existing to set it to 50 %. Using the fact that
the tagger output is a probability scaled between -1 and +1,
PSig(B
0
s → |ξP , D,→ B0s ) = PSig(B0s → |ξP , D,→ B¯0s ) =
1 + ξP ·D
2
, (5.42)
PSig(B¯
0
s → |ξP , D,→ B0s ) = PSig(B¯0s → |ξP , D,→ B¯0s ) =
1− ξP ·D
2
, (5.43)
the following expressions are acquired:
PSig(ξP , D|B0s → B0s ) = 2 · PSig(ξP , D| → B0s )
1 + ξP ·D
2
, (5.44)
PSig(ξP , D|B0s → B¯0s ) = 2 · PSig(ξP , D| → B¯0s )
1 + ξP ·D
2
, (5.45)
PSig(ξP , D|B¯0s → B0s ) = 2 · PSig(ξP , D| → B0s )
1− ξP ·D
2
, (5.46)
PSig(ξP , D|B¯0s → B¯0s ) = 2 · PSig(ξP , D| → B¯0s )
1− ξP ·D
2
. (5.47)
Using these results, the equations for the four possible transitions can again be
summarised:
PSig(ct, σct, ξP , D|B0s → B0s ) = PSig(ct|σct, unmix) · PSig(σct)
· PSig(ξP , D| → B0s ) · (1 + ξPD),
(5.48)
PSig(ct, σct, ξP , D|B0s → B¯0s ) = PSig(ct|σct,mix) · PSig(σct)
· PSig(ξP , D| → B¯0s ) · (1 + ξPD),
(5.49)
PSig(ct, σct, ξP , D|B¯0s → B0s ) = PSig(ct|σct,mix) · PSig(σct)
· PSig(ξP , D| → B0s ) · (1− ξPD),
(5.50)
PSig(ct, σct, ξP , D|B¯0s → B¯0s ) = PSig(ct|σct, unmix) · PSig(σct)
· PSig(ξP , D| → B¯0s ) · (1− ξPD).
(5.51)
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By using the relations 5.34, 5.48 and 5.50, equation 5.26 can be expressed as:
PSig(ct, σct, ξP , D| → B0s )
=
1
Nmix +Nunmix
· PSig(σct) · PSig(ξP , D| → B0s )
· [Nunmix · PSig(ct|σct, unmix) · (1 + ξPD) +Nmix · PSig(ct|σct,mix) · (1− ξPD)].
(5.52)
The last line of this equation can be explicitly written as
Nunmix · PSig(ct|σct, unmix) · (1 + ξPD)
+Nmix · PSig(ct|σct,mix) · (1− ξPD)
=
{[
1
τ
e−t˜/τ · 1
2
(1 + cos(∆mt˜))
]
⊗ G(ct˜− ct|σct)
}
· (ct|σct) · (1 + ξPD)
+
{[
1
τ
e−t˜/τ · 1
2
(1− cos(∆mt˜))
]
⊗ G(ct˜− ct|σct)
}
· (ct|σct) · (1− ξPD)
(5.53)
By using the distributivity and associativity with scalar multiplication of the con-
volution, the following expression is acquired:
=
{[
1
τ
e−t˜/τ · (1 + ξPD · cos(∆mt˜))
]
⊗ G(ct˜− ct|σct)
}
· (ct|σct). (5.54)
In this way, a final result can be given for equation 5.26:
PSig(ct, σct, ξP , D| → B0s ) =
1
Nmix +Nunmix
· PSig(σct) · PSig(ξP , D| → B0s )
·
{[
1
τ
e−t˜/τ · (1 + ξPD · cos(∆mt˜))
]
⊗ G(ct˜− ct|σct)
}
· (ct|σct).
(5.55)
A similar derivation can be made for final state B¯0s mesons (equation 5.27) leading
to
PSig(ct, σct, ξP , D| → B¯0s ) =
1
Nmix +Nunmix
· PSig(σct) · PSig(ξP , D| → B¯0s )
·
{[
1
τ
e−t˜/τ · (1− ξPD · cos(∆mt˜))
]
⊗ G(ct˜− ct|σct)
}
· (ct|σct).
(5.56)
Both expressions only differ in the sign in front of the ξPD · cos(∆mt) term. They
can therefore be merged into a common equation
PSig(ct, σct, ξD, ξP , D) =
1
Nmix +Nunmix
· PSig(σct) · PSig(ξP , D|ξD)
·
{[
1
τ
e−t˜/τ · (1 + ξDξPD · cos(∆mt˜))
]
⊗ G(ct˜− ct|σct)
}
· (ct|σct)
(5.57)
=: PSig(ct|σct, ξD, ξP , D) · PSig(σct) · PSig(ξP , D|ξD). (5.58)
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This allows for the definition of the probability density function in proper decay time
for a given B0s meson:
PSig(ct|σct, ξD, ξP , D) = 1
Nmix +Nunmix
·
{[
1
τ
e−t˜/τ · (1 + ξDξPD · cos(∆mt˜))
]
⊗ G(ct˜− ct|σct)
}
· (ct|σct).
(5.59)
The product of production and decay flavour ξD · ξP carries the information whether
a given particle has mixed or not. It can therefore be merged into a new variable:
ξ := ξD · ξP . (5.60)
Both normalisations Nmix and Nunmix can also be merged into a common quantity
N = Nmix + Nunmix. Apart from that, D is replaced by A · D. In this way the
mixing amplitude is introduced. It is a fit parameter compensating for wrong dilution
assessments. From its definition the following interpretation can be derived:
A

< 1 tagger overestimates itself
= 1 optimal value
> 1 tagger underestimates itself
(5.61)
The final expression which is used in this analysis is then
PSig(ct|σct, ξD, ξP , D) = 1
N
·
{[
1
τ
e−t˜/τ · (1 + ξAD · cos(∆mt˜))
]
⊗ G(ct˜− ct|σct)
}
· (ct|σct).
(5.62)
Nearly all functions introduced are acquired by the parametrisation of a correspond-
ing distribution. This is described in section 7.1. However, for PSig(ξP , D|ξD) two
histograms are used. Each one is responsible for a given decay flavour and carries
ξP ·D on the x-axis. In addition, variable bin widths are used to maintain a sufficient
amount of statistics in each interval.
5.3.3 Combinatorial Background
While the probability density function for the signal contains physics motivations,
the parametrisation of the combinatorial background is purely empirical. Neverthe-
less, correlations must also be considered here. Figure 5.5 illustrates the correlations
between proper decay time and other variables for events taken from the combinato-
rial background. Apart from the strong correlation between proper decay time and
proper decay time resolution, no significant value can be observed. This leads to the
following equation:
PComb(ct, σct, ξD, ξP , D) = PComb(ct|σct, ξD, ξP , D) · PComb(σct, ξD, ξP , D) (5.63)
= PComb(ct|σct) · PComb(σct, ξD, ξP , D). (5.64)
Figure 5.6 shows the correlation between the proper decay time resolution and pro-
duction flavour, decay flavour and dilution, respectively. The biggest correlation
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Figure 5.5: The correlation between proper decay time and other variables is illus-
trated by combined scatter and profile plots. Events taken from the combinatorial
background of a B0s dataset was used for their creation.
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Figure 5.6: The correlation between proper decay time resolution and other vari-
ables is illustrated by combined scatter and profile plots. Events taken from the
combinatorial background of a B0s dataset was used for their creation.
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amounts 3.9 %. They can therefore be neglected and in this way the following
expression can be acquired:
PComb(ct, σct, ξD, ξP , D) = PComb(ct|σct) · PComb(σct, ξD, ξP , D) (5.65)
= PComb(ct|σct) · PComb(σct) · PComb(ξD, ξP , D). (5.66)
The combinatorial background originates mainly from prompt tracks. Its proper
decay time distribution is therefore basically a Gaussian around zero with a width
corresponding to the proper decay time resolution σct. This means, for example,
that in events with large σct there can be large proper decay time values ct. This
correlation between ct and σct is to first order removed if one looks at the proper
decay time significance
ctSigni :=
ct
σct
. (5.67)
This is shown in figure 5.7. As expected, the correlation between proper decay
time significance and proper decay time resolution is significantly reduced. The
miscellaneous correlations are negligible. The approach is therefore to parametrise
the significance distribution and transform it event-by-event into a proper decay
time distribution according to the following law:
PComb(ct|σct) = PComb(ctSigni) ·
∣∣∣∣d(ctSigni)d(ct)
∣∣∣∣ = PComb(ctSigni)σct . (5.68)
The tagging term PComb(ξP , D|ξD) is treated in a similar way as for the signal: two
histograms, one for each decay flavour, are used.
5.3.4 Physics Reflections
The ansatz for the probability density functions of the physics reflections (B and
Λb) is the following:
PΛb(ct, σct, ξD, ξP , D) = PΛb(ct) · PΛb(σct) · PΛb(ξP , D|ξD), (5.69)
PB(ct, σct, ξD, ξP , D) = PB(ct) · PB(σct) · PB(ξP , D|ξD). (5.70)
As described in subsection 4.4, simulated datasets are created containing simulated
B0 and Λb events which were reconstructed as B
0
s . Parametrisations in mass and
proper decay time are acquired by those datasets. For the proper decay time reso-
lution and the production flavour/dilution terms the same distributions as for the
signal are used:
PΛb(ct, σct, ξD, ξP , D) = PΛb(ct) · PSig(σct) · PSig(ξP , D|ξD), (5.71)
PB(ct, σct, ξD, ξP , D) = PB(ct) · PSig(σct) · PSig(ξP , D|ξD). (5.72)
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Figure 5.7: The correlation between proper decay time significance and other vari-
ables is illustrated by combined scatter and profile plots. Events taken from the
combinatorial background of a B0s dataset was used for their creation.
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5.3.5 Summary
Summarising the last subsection, the following probability density function is ob-
tained:
P (m, ct, σct, ξD, ξP , D) = fSig · PSig(m) · PSig(ct|σct, ξD, ξP , D) · PSig(σct) · PSig(ξP , D|ξD)
+ fComb · PComb(m) · PComb(ct|σct) · PComb(σct) · PComb(ξP , D|ξD)
+ fΛb · PΛb(m) · PΛb(ct) · PSig(σct) · PSig(ξP , D|ξD)
+ fB · PB(m) · PB(ct) · PSig(σct) · PSig(ξP , D|ξD).
(5.73)
6 Analysis
In this analysis, various fits are performed successively. In some cases the result of a
given fit depends on other fits done before. At the very top of this hierarchy stands
the final fit where mixing frequency and scale factor are determined. In this sense
the final results depend on every step taken before.
The best estimations of the mixing frequency and the mixing amplitude are done
using different tagger configurations. However except for this last step, both mea-
surements are identical. The first, tagger independent part is described in this
chapter.
It was a trait of the analysis at hand to treat all decay channels in a similar way.
Because of this and for reasons of clarity, the following section focusses only on the
most yielding B0s channel
B0s → D−s pi+, D−s → φ0pi−, φ0 → K+K−.
Results for the other decay modes will be discussed later. Further technical details
can be found in Ref. [65].
6.1 Mass Template Fits
The very first step in the whole fit procedure are mass template fits. Here various
simulated datasets, one for each contribution expected, are used. The distribution of
the invariant mass in each sample is fitted by an adequate phenomenological function.
This means that no physics parameters are contained inside those functions. It is also
noteworthy that this step only determines the shape of the corresponding function -
not the fraction in the data sample. If it is not explicitly mentioned, all parameters
will be kept fixed after the fit throughout the rest of the whole procedure.
6.1.1 Proper Signal
The simulated data sample for the signal also contains final state radiation events.
This leads to a slightly asymmetric distribution. The sum of three Gaussians with
65
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Figure 6.1: Fit to simulated signal events.
different standard deviation and mean value is therefore used as fit function here:
PSg(m|NSg, f1, f2, µ1, σ1, µ2, σ2, µ3, σ3)
= NSg ·
[
(1− f1) · G(m|µ1, σ1) + f1 · [f2 · G(m|µ2, σ2) + (1− f2) · G(m|µ3, σ3)]
]
.
(6.1)
The Gaussians are normalised to 1.0 within the wide mass boundaries 4.8 GeV/c2
and 6.0 GeV/c2. The result of this binned fit can be seen in figure 6.1. The ratio of
χ2 and the number of degrees of freedom is not satisfactory for this fit. However it
should noted that the number of events used for these template fits is higher than
the number of events expected in the data sample by at least one order of magnitude.
The quality of the fits are therefore considered to be sufficient for the expected signal
yield.
6.1.2 Cabibbo Reflection
A phenomenological approach is also used for the Cabibbo suppressed signal contri-
bution:
PCb(m|NCb, f, µ1, σ1, µ2, σ2, τ2)
= NCb · [f · G(m|µ1, σ1) + (1− f) · H(m|µ2, σ2, τ2)].
(6.2)
G denotes a Gaussian, H denotes a Gaussian convoluted with an exponential func-
tion. Both are normalised to 1.0 within the wide mass boundaries 4.8 GeV/c2 and
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Figure 6.2: Fit to simulated Cabibbo signal events.
6.0 GeV/c2. The result of the fit can be seen in figure 6.2. Regarding the low fit
quality it must be noted here as well that the number of simulated events used for
this fit exceeds the number of events expected in measured data by at least one order
of magnitude.
6.1.3 Physics Reflections
For the parametrisation of the physics reflections, B0 → D−pi+ and Λ0b → Λ+c pi−,
which are expected in some of the B0s decay channels, similar functions as for the
Cabibbo suppressed signal are used (equation 6.2).
6.1.4 Partially Reconstructed Decays
As mentioned earlier two partially reconstructed contributions possess a distinct
shape: the B0s → D∗−s pi+ contribution (PDS) is assumed as Gaussian. A func-
tion similar to equation 6.2 is used for the B0s → D−s ρ+ contribution (PRh). The
B → D−s X+ contribution is described by the sum of two linear functions:
PLn(m|NLn, f,m01,m02) = NLn · (f · P(m|m01) + (1− f) · P(m|m02)). (6.3)
The parameters m01 and m02 are positions where the linear functions first cross
m = 0.
The result of the fit to the combined sample of partially reconstructed decays can
be seen in figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: Plot showing a fit to partially reconstructed Bs decays which were ac-
quired by a simulation.
6.2 Wide Mass Fit
The shapes which were acquired by separate mass fits to simulated events are now
combined and applied on measured data. This is done in order to get a first under-
standing of the different contributions the sample is composed of. Another reason
is to acquire good starting values for parameters, which are left free inside the sub-
sequent unbinned fit. The mass window used for this goes from 4.8 GeV/c2 to
6.0 GeV/c2.
For the generation of the simulated dataset, which were used in the last section,
a certain magnetic field was assumed. In past analyses differences between the
assumed and the actual magnetic field were observed. In the analysis at hand a
parameter k is introduced to compensate for such discrepancies. Every localisation
parameter of every mass template function is multiplied by this quantity.
So far the shape of every contribution except for the combinatorial background has
been modelled. For this the following function is now assumed:
PCo(m|NCo, f, λ) = NCo · [f · E(m|λ) + (1− f) · K(m)]. (6.4)
E denotes hereby an exponential function and K a constant function.
In order to handle the different normalisations, a binary tree is used. It can be seen
in figure 6.4. Here the fractions f ∗Cb, f
∗
Ph, f
∗
Lm, fBg, fCo, fLn and fDS are introduced.
They can be divided into two classes: fBg, fCo, fLn and fDS, the fractions without
a star, are direct fit parameters. The fractions which are designated by a star (f ∗Cb,
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fBg
Λb
1− fBg f
∗
Ph
1− f ∗Ph
1− f ∗Cb
f ∗Cb
f ∗Lm
1− f ∗Lm
fCo
fLn
fDS1− fCo
1− fLn
1− fDS
Signal
Cabbibo Signal
B-Meson Reflection
Reflection
Comb. Background
B0(s) → D∗−(s)pi
B0(s) → D−(s)ρ+
B → D−(s)X
Figure 6.4: Binary tree used for the determination of fractions and normalisations.
Fractions designated by a star are indirect fit parameters, which means that they are
calculated by other (direct) fit parameters. The colours of the different contributions
are the same as in the projections show in section 6.6.
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f ∗Ph and f
∗
Lm) are indirect fit parameters. This means that they are calculated using
the direct fit parameters ACb, ALm and AB0, which were defined in section 4.3:
f ∗Cb =
ACb
1.0 + ACb
, (6.5)
f ∗Lm =
{
0 if ALm = 0
ALm
ALm+AB0
if ALm > 0
, (6.6)
f ∗Ph =
AB0 + ALm
1.0 + ACb + ALm + AB0
. (6.7)
By utilising such a binary tree only one global normalisation parameter N is further
necessary. It corresponds to the area enclosed under the total mass function. The
other normalisation values can easily be acquired by following the corresponding
path from trunk to leaf and multiplying the dedicated fractions.
Taking the Λb normalisation as example, it is acquired by the following calculation:
NΛb = N · (1− fBg) · (1− f ∗Ph(ACb, ALm, AB0)) · f ∗Lm(ALm, AB0). (6.8)
There are two advantages in using such a tree: the first one is that the range of values
of the tree fractions are trivial to provide: every value between 0 and 1 is allowed.
This is for example not the case for a non-binary tree. The second advantage is that
every tree configuration meets normalisation constraints like equation 5.11 on page
50.
The fractions of both the physics backgrounds and the Cabibbo suppressed signal
are fixed to the values presented in table 4.2 on page 45. fBg and fCo are left
free. Further both remaining parameters λ and f of the combinatorial background
are released. In addition the compensation parameter for discrepancies between
simulated and measured data is also left free. Altogether this makes six parameters,
which are left free: N , fBg, fCo, λ, f and k.
Using this setup a binned fit is performed. Amongst other things the following value
for the shift parameter is obtained:
k = 0.999373± 0.000078. (6.9)
Throughout the rest of the whole fit procedure this value is kept fixed.
In the second step, the position and standard deviation of the dominant Gaussian,
the signal is composed of, is also released and another binned fit is performed.
The result can be seen in figure 6.5. The dashed vertical lines contain the signal
range. It was chosen from 5.32 GeV/c2 to 5.42 GeV/c2. The quality of those fits is
not satisfying, however sufficient for getting good starting values.
It is clear to see that events with an invariant mass higher than 5.55 GeV/c2, be-
long exclusively to combinatorial background. The interval from 5.55 GeV/c2 to
6.0 GeV/c2, which is in the following referred to as upper side band, will therefore
be used to derive models for it, e.g. for the resolution of the proper decay time.
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Figure 6.5: A binned fit is performed on data in a wide mass window. S and B denote
the number of events between the dashed lines: S is the number of proper signal
events, B includes the Cabibbo suppressed signal, partially reconstructed decays,
physics reflections and combinatorial background. The root of the respective number
is taken as standard deviation and does therefore not include fit uncertainties.
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Figure 6.6: Fit to the significance of the proper decay time. The events were taken
from the upper sideband in data.
6.3 Description of the Combinatorial Background in
Proper Decay Time
As described in section 5.3.3, a strong correlation between the proper decay time and
its uncertainty is observed. Therefore a parametrisation of the significance of the
proper decay time is determined. The distribution is taken from the upper sideband
in data. The sum of two log-normal functions is used for parametrisation:
PComb(ctSigni|N, f, µ1, θ1, σ1, µ2, θ2, σ2)
= N · [f · N (m|µ1, θ1, σ1) + (1− f) · N (m|µ2, θ2, σ2)].
(6.10)
The result of the corresponding binned maximum likelihood fit can be seen in figure
6.6.
For a given event with a given proper decay time resolution σ, the corresponding
probability density function is obtained by the following law:
PComb(ct|σct) = PComb(ctSigni(ct))
∣∣∣∣dctSigni(ct)dct
∣∣∣∣ = PComb(ctSigni(ct))σct . (6.11)
In order to check whether this event-by-event probability density function fits in
proper decay time for each resolution value, a test quantity is designed. It is defined
for each event as the integral over the function PComb(ct|σct) from −∞ to ct:∫ ct
−∞
PComb(ct
′|σct)d(ct′). (6.12)
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σct,1 σct,2 σct,3 σct,4 σct,5
0.0016 0.0019 0.0021 0.0023 0.0025
σct,6 σct,7 σct,8 σct,9 σct,10
0.0027 0.0029 0.0033 0.0038 0.0150
Table 6.1: Upper boundaries for the different efficiency functions in proper decay
time resolution for the B0s data sample. All values are given in cm.
Only events from the upper side band, which meet all selection criteria, are used
for this test. In an ideal case, a uniform distribution is expected. Because of the
normalisation of PComb, its boundaries are 0.0 and 1.0. The result can be seen in
figure 6.7. It looks looks flat as expected.
6.4 Efficiency Fits
The efficiency functions are determined using simulated data. Because of the corre-
lation between proper decay time and proper decay time uncertainty, ten efficiency
functions are used. Each one is responsible for a certain resolution range. The cor-
responding boundaries can be found in table 6.1 and in figure 6.8. They were chosen
in a way that the same number of events are contained within each interval.
Within each of those intervals, an efficiency function is determined. They are ob-
tained by dividing the distribution of the measured proper decay time after trigger
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requirements and cuts by the sum of the proper decay time probability density func-
tions assuming perfect acceptance:
(ct) =
measured decay time after trigger and cuts∑
i
1
τ
e−ct˜/cτ ⊗G(ct˜|σct,i)
. (6.13)
Each efficiency function is fitted by the phenomenological function
(ct|N, f1, f2, β1...3, τ1...3) = N ·
3∑
i=1
fi · e−
ct
τi (βi + ct)
2 ·Θ(ct− βi) (6.14)
with f3 = 1− f1 − f2.
The distributions in the different intervals and the corresponding fit functions can
be found in figure 6.8.
6.5 Proper Decay Time Resolution
In order to acquire a description of the uncertainty of the proper decay time P (σct),
a sideband subtraction on measured data is performed: this means that the distri-
bution is drawn for all events contained inside the signal range. Afterwards a second
distribution using events taken from the upper side band is drawn and normalised
to the number of combinatorial background events which are expected inside the
signal range. This number is acquired by the wide mass fit, which was described
in section 6.2. The distribution obtained from the sideband is subtracted from the
distribution of the signal range. Besides of signal, the distribution may also contain
some partially reconstructed events and also physics reflections. However this is
not considered as contamination for the distribution acquired is used for all classes
except for combinatorial background.
The distribution of the proper decay time uncertainty of the combinatorial back-
ground is obtained by plotting this variable only for events, which are located inside
the mass upper side band.
Both distributions are fitted by the sum of two log-normal distributions, which are
normalised between 0.0 cm and 0.015 cm:
P (σct|N, f, µ1, θ1, σ1, µ2, θ2, σ2) = N · [f · N (m|µ1, θ1, σ1) + (1− f) · N (m|µ2, θ2, σ2)].
(6.15)
The result is shown in figure 6.9 for the combinatorial background and in figure 6.10
for the signal.
6.6 Unbinned Maximum Likelihood Fit
The unbinned maximum likelihood fit is performed using only events which are lo-
cated inside a narrow window in mass. It is chosen from 5.31 GeV/c2 to 5.60 GeV/c2
in invariant mass.
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Figure 6.8: Efficiency functions of the B0s analysis. Each function is responsible for
a certain interval in proper decay time uncertainty. It is given in cm above each
function.
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Figure 6.9: Distribution of the proper decay time resolution of the combinatorial
background.
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Figure 6.10: Distribution of the proper decay time resolution for the signal.
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At first, a fit in mass, proper decay time and proper decay time resolution is per-
formed. In other words the tagging decisions are not considered here. The sub-
functions which contain ξP , ξD or D as variables (e.g. PSig(ξP , D|ξD)) are also
neglected. In this case equation 5.29 simplifies to
PSig(ct|σct) = N ·
{
1
τ
e−t˜/τ ⊗ G(ct˜− ct|σct)
}
· (ct|σct). (6.16)
Parameters which are left free are the background fraction fBg, width and position
of the dominant signal Gaussian and the mean lifetime. The physics fraction ACb =
0.055, which was introduced in section 4.3, enters with Gaussian constraints. Its
uncertainty is set to one third of the respective value to 0.018.
Projections into invariant mass, proper decay time and proper decay time uncer-
tainty can be seen in figures 6.11, 6.12 and 6.13. The Cabibbo fraction is acquired
as
ACb = 0.069± 0.013. (6.17)
The estimation on the mean lifetime of the B0s amounts
cτ = (455.9± 8.4) µm. (6.18)
A previous CDF measurement using 1.3 fb−1 of data taken in the same decay channel
[66] obtained for fully reconstructed events
cτ(B0s → D−s (φ0(K+K−)pi−)pi+) = (436.5± 20.0 (stat.)± 8.2 (syst.)) µm. (6.19)
Both measured lifetimes are consistent with each other within one standard devia-
tion.
6.7 Combined Results
Similar fits are done for the following B0s decay channels:
• B0s → D−s pi+, D−s → K∗K−, K∗ → K+pi−,
• B0s → D−s pi+, D−s → pi+pi−pi−,
• B0s → D−s pi−pi+pi+, D−s → φ0pi−, φ0 → K+K−.
Projections into mass, proper decay time and proper decay time resolution can be
found in appendix A. The results for the mean lifetime can be found (together with
the B0s decay channel described in the previous sections) in table 6.2.
The individual results on the mean lifetime are inconsistent with each other. The
reason for this is that a reliable measurement of this physics quantity relies on a
precisely known efficiency function. As described above, this function is derived us-
ing simulated data. Thus it requires the knowledge of the interaction, the detector
acceptance and selection. Especially the utilised two-track trigger introduces a con-
siderable bias. Small variations of the input have an effect on the efficiency function
and in this way on the measured lifetime.
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Figure 6.11: Projection of the result parameters of the unbinned maximum like-
lihood fit into invariant mass. The yields S and B are given for the signal range
[5.32, 5.42] GeV/c2 which is limited by dashed vertical lines inside the plot.
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fit into proper decay time uncertainty.
Decay Channel cτ [µm]
B0s → D−s pi+, D−s → φ0pi− 455.9± 8.4
B0s → D−s pi+, D−s → K∗K− 437.3± 11.0
B0s → D−s pi+, D−s → pi+pi−pi− 421.7± 13.4
B0s → D−s pi−pi+pi+, D−s → φ0pi− 489.7± 15.5
Table 6.2: Results for the mean lifetime for all four B0s decay channels. The data
amount corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 5.2 fb−1.
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Decay Channel S B S/B S/
√
S +B
B0s → D−s pi+, D−s → φpi− 5613± 75 1070± 33 5.25± 0.17 68.66± 0.70
B0s → D−s pi+, D−s → K∗K− 2761± 53 1619± 40 1.71± 0.05 41.72± 0.74
B0s → D−s pi+, D−s → pi+pi−pi− 2652± 52 3533± 59 0.75± 0.02 33.72± 0.68
B0s → D−s pi−pi+pi+, D−s → φpi− 1852± 43 695± 26 2.66± 0.12 36.69± 0.73
Sum 12877± 113
Table 6.3: Estimated number of signal events (S), background events (B), ratio
of signal to background (S/B) and significance (S/
√
S +B) for all four B0s decay
channels. A data amount corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 5.2 fb−1
was hereby used. The evaluation was done inside the signal range, chosen from
5.32 GeV/c2 to 5.42 GeV/c2. For signal and background, the square root of the
value is used as uncertainty. All other uncertainties are derived by Gaussian error
propagation neglecting correlations.
Therefore it is no aim of this thesis to provide a full measurement of the mean
lifetime. Instead it is shown in chapter 7 that a wrong lifetime measurement affects
neither mixing frequency nor amplitude.
The different signal yields are given, together with other quantities of interest, in ta-
ble 6.3. The four measurements in the B0s decay channels are combined as described
in section 5.2. The mean lifetime is determined in a first step by a simultaneous fit
in mass, proper decay time and proper decay time resolution. The result amounts
cτ = (451.2± 5.5) µm. (6.20)
This value is assigned to all decay channels before mixing frequency and amplitude
are determined.
7 Mixing Amplitude
Up to now the same side kaon tagger could only be used on a data amount corres-
ponding to the first 1.35 fb−1 of integrated luminosity. In the following chapter the
range of validity of this powerful tagger is extended to 5.2 fb−1 [67]. This is done by
measuring the mixing amplitude. The analysis flow continues hereby where it ended
in the last chapter.
7.1 Tagging Decision and Dilution
The full probability density function (equation 5.73) including PSig(ξP , D|ξD) and
PComb(ξP , D|ξD), the terms for the tagging decision and dilution, is now used. They
are obtained in a similar way as the proper decay time resolution: the distribution
for the signal is acquired by a sideband subtraction while the distribution for the
combinatorial background is directly taken from the upper side band. The only
difference is that instead of using an analytic parametrisation, the histogram is used
directly in the unbinned maximum likelihood fit. In order to maintain a decent
amount of statistics within each bin, variable bin widths are used.
7.2 Measurement
At first, mixing frequency and mixing amplitude are determined for each decay chan-
nel separately. The individual results can be found in table 7.1. An example projec-
tion in tagging decision times dilution for the decay channel B0s → D−s pi+, D−s →
φ0pi− can be found figure 7.1. The purity, defined as the number of signal events
divided by the number of total events in each bin, is also shown.
Afterwards, a simultaneous fit for mixing frequency and amplitude is performed.
The following results are acquired:
A = 0.94± 0.15. (7.1)
∆ms = (17.79± 0.07) ps−1. (7.2)
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Decay Channel ∆ms [ps
−1] A [1]
B0s → D−s pi+, D−s → φ0pi− 17.85± 0.09 1.13± 0.24
B0s → D−s pi+, D−s → K∗K− 17.63± 0.19 0.72± 0.33
B0s → D−s pi+, D−s → pi+pi−pi− 18.07± 0.23 0.92± 0.40
B0s → D−s pi−pi+pi+, D−s → φ0pi− 17.64± 0.14 1.02± 0.29
Table 7.1: Results for mixing frequency and amplitude for all four B0s decay channels.
The same side kaon tagger was used on a data amount corresponding to an integrated
luminosity of 5.2 fb−1.
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Figure 7.1: The output of the same side kaon tagger is illustrated using four plots.
The histograms in the left column show B0s candidates, B¯
0
s candidates are shown
in the right column. Each histogram carries the tagging decision multiplied by the
dilution on the x-axis. The plots in the upper row show the absolute frequency of
the values using variable bin sizes. The histograms in the lower row show the signal
purity in each such bin.
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Figure 7.2: The difference of the logarithmic likelihood between the two assumptions
A = 1 and A = 0 is drawn as a function of mixing frequency. All four decay channels
were combined and the same side kaon tagger was applied.
The obtained mixing frequency is consistent within one standard deviation with the
previous CDF measurement. In the context of the current chapter, this is only a
cross-check. The result on the amplitude is consistent within one standard deviation
with the optimal value of 1.0. All uncertainties are statistical only.
The significance of the measurement and the position of the mixing frequency is
visualised by plotting the following quantity as a function of ∆ms:
−2 ·
[
ln
(
L(A = 1)
)
− ln
(
L(A = 0)
)]
(7.3)
This term consists of the difference between two negative logarithmic likelihood
expressions. The amplitude is set to 1 for the first one. For the second expression,
the amplitude is set to zero. In this sense it can be seen as a quantitative comparison
of the two hypotheses of mixing (A = 1) and no mixing (A = 0). The result plot
created by combining all decay channels can be found in figure 7.2.
7.3 Systematic Uncertainties on the Amplitude
The following sources of systematic uncertainties on the mixing amplitude are con-
sidered:
• As described in section 4.6, it is known from several studies that the measured
proper decay time resolution is underestimated at the CDF-II experiment.
Therefore, a resolution scaling technique is employed for the study at hand.
In order to evaluate the systematic effect of this scaling technique on the
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amplitude, it is replaced by a constant function with a mean value of 1.29.
As a consequence, the measured amplitude is reduced by 0.11. This value is
added to the list of systematic uncertainties.
• The proper decay time resolution is assumed as Gaussian. Section 4.6 showed
that the sum of two Gaussians with different standard deviations gives a better
description. Therefore, 1000 simulated experiments are used to examine the
extend of this simplification on the measured amplitude. The simulated data
hereby considers the refined model, the fit function does not. The obtained
amplitude shows a deviation of 0.06 which is taken as systematic uncertainty.
• A given B0s may not only go into D−s K+, but also into D+s K−. While both
processes are Cabibbo suppressed, the former is expected to occur more often
[11]. Consequences of the presence of the latter, charge conjugated final state
are evaluated by completely removing tagging information for the Cabibbo
reflection. A change of 0.03 is observed for the mixing amplitude and used as
systematic uncertainty.
• The actual fraction of Cabibbo suppressed decays enters with Gaussian con-
straints during the unbinned maximum likelihood fit. As a test, it is left
unconstrained in the decay channel B0s → D−s pi+, D−s → φpi−. In this way
a value of 0.086 ± 0.020 is obtained instead of 0.069 ± 0.013 for the Cabibbo
fraction. This deliberate increase had no effect on neither mixing frequency
nor amplitude.
• The fit function, given in equation 5.62, does not take into account effects
of the decay width difference ∆Γ in the B0s system. This neglect is studied
using 1000 simulated experiments which are generated with an assumed value
of ∆Γ/Γ = 0.12. The procedure follows here Ref. [68]: using the mean lifetime
τ = 1/Γ and the assumed decay width ∆Γ, the short and long lifetime can be
calculated:
ΓL = Γ− 1
2
∆Γ, τL = 1/ΓL, (7.4)
ΓS = Γ +
1
2
∆Γ, τS = 1/ΓS. (7.5)
The fraction short lived B0s mesons with respect to the total number is
fS =
τS
τL + τS
. (7.6)
The decision if a B0s meson is mixed or not mixed at decay time can be derived
from the probability
punmix =
1
2
(cosh ∆Γt
2
+ cos(∆mst))
cosh ∆Γt
2
. (7.7)
The fit function itself is retained as it is. The absolute deviation of the pull is
smaller than 0.01.
• As a test, the measurement of mixing frequency and amplitude is repeated
with different values for the mean lifetime. The reason for doing this is to
evaluate consequences of a wrong lifetime measurement. However, variations
of the mean lifetime between 420 µm and 490 µm have no effect on neither
mixing frequency nor amplitude.
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Modification Systematic Uncertainty
Proper decay time resolution scaling 0.11
Resolution model 0.06
Cabibbo reflection 0.03
Cabibbo fraction negligible
Mass window negligible
Selection of upper side band negligible
Λb template negligible
∆Γ/Γ negligible
Mean Lifetime negligible
Trigger Composition negligible
Signal Mass Model negligible
Total 0.13
Table 7.2: Systematic uncertainties on the mixing amplitude. The total number is
the root of the quadrature sum.
• As mentioned above, a Λb reflection is present in some decay channels. In the
tagging quantities, the same template is used for it as for the signal. The actual
size and location of that reflection makes it hard to check if this modelling is
appropriate. However, its effect on the actual result can be determined by
replacing it by the distribution derived for the combinatorial background. In
doing so the same result is obtained as above.
• Variations of the mass window used in the unbinned fit or the choice of the
upper side band did not have any effects on the mixing amplitude as well.
• Different trigger paths are applied for the data taking. The information which
one was responsible for the taking of a given event is available both on the
measured and the simulated data. However, a comparison between both shows
that the composition is different. Because of this a reweighting is performed
in order to adjust the simulated events to the measured data. A measurement
without that treatment revealed the same results for mixing frequency and
amplitude.
• The model for the signal in invariant mass consists of three Gaussians. A
simplification of it to one Gaussian had no effect on the mixing amplitude.
The different contributions are summarised in table 7.2. In total, a systematic
uncertainty of 0.13 is achieved.
7.4 Results
Using the systematic uncertainty determined in the previous section, the result on
the mixing amplitude of the same side kaon tagger on a data amount corresponding
to an integrated luminosity of 5.2 fb−1 reads
A = 0.94± 0.15 (stat.)± 0.13 (syst.). (7.8)
With this value it is now possible to calculate a final value for the tagging power. In
order to do so, both the systematic and the statistical uncertainty are merged. In
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Figure 7.3: Distribution of the dilution squared for all four decay channels combined.
Mean squared dilution, efficiency, tagging power and significance are plotted inside
the histogram.
this way, a value of A = 0.94 ± 0.20 is obtained. The mixing amplitude is a scale
factor for the dilution. Therefore, it enters the equation of the tagging power as
square. The raw value of εD2 is determined by performing a sideband subtraction
channel-by-channel. Afterwards, all four distributions are added up and a mean
value of 3.6 % is obtained. The corresponding histogram can be seen in figure 7.3.
Using this result the final tagging power of the same side kaon tagger is acquired as
T = εA2D2 ≈ (3.2± 1.4) %. (7.9)
8 Mixing Phase
Every analysis which employs the same side kaon tagger benefits from the calibra-
tion described in the previous chapter. However, the primary intention behind this
measurement was its application in the determination of βs.
The measurement of this CP violating phase is an ongoing effort of both Tevatron
experiments since years and many results were already published. Therefore, the
current chapter starts with a chronology of previous measurements. One common
feature of the results was that no point estimation on the CP violating phase could
be provided. The reason for this is a correlation between βs and the decay width
difference ∆Γ. Instead, confidence regions are given as result. They can be found in
figure 8.1.
8.1 Analysis Outline
As described in chapter 2.7, the decay channel
B0s → J/ψφ, J/ψ → µ+µ−, φ→ K+K− (8.1)
is primarily used for this measurement. Here the final state can be reached with
and without mixing. The B0s itself is a pseudo-scalar meson while its decay products
J/ψ and φ are both vector mesons. The final state is a mixture of CP eigenstates
which can be distinguished using the angular quantum number: the L = 0, 2 states
are CP-even and the L = 1 state is CP-odd.
In order to extract the CP violating phase βJ/ψφs and the decay width difference
∆Γ, an unbinned maximum likelihood fit is employed. It uses mass, transversity
angles, proper decay time and flavour tagging information of each event. Next to
the parameters βs and ∆Γ, the probability density function contains the magnitudes
of the polarisation amplitudes |A0|2, |A⊥|2 and |A‖|2, the mixing frequency ∆ms,
the mean width Γ = (ΓL + ΓH)/2 and the strong phases δ‖ = arg(A∗‖A0) and
δ⊥ = arg(A∗⊥A0). The transversity angles ~ρ = (cos θT , φT , cosψ) [72] are used to
separate the CP-even and CP-odd components of the J/ψφ final state.
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Figure 8.1: Chronology of the ∆Γ-βs-confidence regions published by the CDF col-
laboration. Remarks: (a) The plot was created without using tagging information,
(c+d) The opposite side tagger was applied on the full dataset. The same side kaon
tagger was applied on a dataset corresponding to the first 1.35 fb−1 of integrated
luminosity, (d) the result was obtained by combining CDF and DØ results.
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Figure 8.2: Up-to-date confidence region in the ∆Γ-βs-plane based on a dataset
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 5.2 fb−1.
The up-to-date result is still provided as confidence region as described above. It can
be seen in figure 8.2. It is determined using a frequentist method and features two
distinct, symmetric minima. They are caused by the exact symmetry of the strong
phases in the three decay amplitudes of the L = 0, 1, 2 final states. The standard
model expectation value is marked as black point.
The tagging information of both same side kaon tagger and opposite side tagger is
combined for this measurement. Both are now applied on the full data sample.
The first is calibrated by using the mixing amplitude as scale factor as described in
the previous chapter. The latter is calibrated using measured B± → J/ψK± data.
Charge conservation prevents this particle from changing its flavour. The principle
behind this calibration is therefore based on a comparison between the predicted
production flavour and the measured one, which can flawlessly be determined from
the final state. Two scale factors are employed there, one for the B+ and one for
the B−, in order to allow for any asymmetry in the tagging algorithms. Both are
used for the whole dataset. The measured tagging power for the opposite side tagger
amounts 1.8 %. In both cases the event-by-event dilution values are multiplied by
the respective scale factor.
The agreement with the standard model is quantified by the p-value, which can be
seen as the probability for observing a result which is at least as “extreme” as the
one obtained. In detail, it is defined as the integral over the distribution obtained
in pseudo-experiments starting from Rdata(∆Γ, β
J/ψφ
s ) to infinity. Rdata(∆Γ, β
J/ψφ
s )
is the difference between the logarithmic likelihood where β
J/ψφ
s and ∆Γ is fixed in
the fit to standard model expectation values and the logarithmic likelihood where
both parameters float freely. Small p-values ∼ 10 % were observed in the previous
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analyses, which roused a lot of interest in the community. The up-to-date result
features a p-value of 44 % which speaks for the validity of the standard model.
9 Mixing Frequency
The statistical uncertainty of the mixing frequency which served as control variable
during the calibration of the same side kaon tagger was already improved by 30 %
in comparison with the published result from 2006.
This motivates a new measurement of this important physics quantity. However
the reason for not just taking over the value derived during the calibration is that
both significance and statistical uncertainty benefit from higher tagging power. The
analysis flow therefore continues at the point, where chapter 6 finished.
9.1 Analysis Outline
Similar to the measurement described in the previous chapter, the tagging informa-
tion of same side kaon tagger and opposite side tagger are combined. It is done
assuming that tags are uncorrelated. If only one tagger provides information about
the production flavour for a given event, the information is assigned as it is. If es-
timations (ξ1, D1) and (ξ2, D2) are given by both, the information is combined. In
case the tagging decisions ξ1 and ξ2 agree, the dilution is obtained by
D =
D1 +D2
1 +D1 ·D2 . (9.1)
If ξ1 and ξ2 disagree, the decision of the tagger with the larger dilution is assumed.
Furthermore
D =
D1 −D2
1−D1 ·D2 (9.2)
is taken as dilution in this case.
Apart from different tagging information, the measurement of the mixing frequency
works exactly like the calibration described in chapter 7. Mixing frequency and
amplitude are determined at the same time, at first channel by channel. Afterwards
they are combined. The individual results can be found in table 9.1.
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Decay Channel ∆ms [ps
−1] A [1]
B0s → D−s pi+, D−s → φ0pi− 17.81± 0.08 1.10± 0.20
B0s → D−s pi+, D−s → K∗K− 17.66± 0.21 0.63± 0.28
B0s → D−s pi+, D−s → pi+pi−pi− 17.94± 0.13 1.08± 0.40
B0s → D−s pi−pi+pi+, D−s → φ0pi− 17.64± 0.11 1.22± 0.26
Table 9.1: Results for mixing frequency and amplitude for all four B0s decay channels.
The same side kaon tagger was combined with the opposite side tagger on a data
amount corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 5.2 fb−1.
A combined fit to all four decay channels yields
∆ms = (17.78± 0.06) ps−1, (9.3)
A = 1.00± 0.13. (9.4)
The result on the frequency is consistent with the published CDF measurement.
The statistical uncertainty is improved by 40 %. The mixing amplitude, which is a
control quantity in the context of the current chapter, is consistent with the optimal
value of one. Using the result on the amplitude, a tagging power of 5.0 % is obtained
with an efficiency of 96 % for this tagger combination.
9.2 Amplitude Scan
One nice way to observe mixing is referred to as amplitude scan. It resembles a
Fourier transform and is produced in the following way: frequencies are chosen in
equidistant steps within a certain interval. For each such frequency an unbinned
maximum likelihood fit is performed with mixing frequency fixed to the correspond-
ing position and mixing amplitude as the only free parameter.
In this way a set of value pairs are acquired. They are plotted with frequency on
the x-axis and amplitude on the y-axis. At the frequency measured in the previous
section the amplitude assumes a value consistent with one.
Figure 9.1 shows the amplitude scan for all four B0s decay channels combined.
The half width of the 90 % confidence interval of each measured value is shown as
dashed line. The value at which this line meets the A = 1 is referred to as sensitivity.
Starting from this point it is not possible anymore to distinguish between zero and
one with the given confidence. For the measurement presented here, this value is
located at 34 ps−1 which lies beyond the upper boundary of the histogram.
9.3 Final Result
The systematic studies, shown in table 7.2, which were evaluated for the measure-
ment of the mixing amplitude, are also checked for the measurement of the mixing
frequency. However no significant deviation can be observed here. This agrees with
previous measurements, where it was found that there is only one non-negligible
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Figure 9.1: Amplitude scan in all decay channels using the same side kaon tagger
and the opposite side tagger on a data amount corresponding to 5.2 fb−1.
systematic uncertainty on ∆ms: it is the uncertainty on the absolute scale of the
decay-time measurement ct which is caused by the level of uncertainty in the align-
ment of the silicon layers. A significant change is not expected for it. The previous
mixing analyses assigned an uncertainty of 0.07 ps−1 to that systematic source. This
value is taken over for this thesis. In this way, the final result is obtained as
∆ms = (17.78± 0.06 (stat.)± 0.07 (syst.)) ps−1. (9.5)
The significance of this measurement is obtained by dividing the result on the am-
plitude (equation 9.4) by its statistical uncertainty. In this way a significance value
of 7.7 standard deviations is acquired which establishes Bs mixing without doubt.

10 Conclusion
The thesis at hand makes two valuable contributions to the understanding of the Bs
meson system.
The first one is indirect and consists of a calibration of the same side kaon tagger.
It was performed using the decay channels
B0s → D−s pi+, D−s → φ0pi−, φ0 → K+K−,
B0s → D−s pi+, D−s → K∗K−, K∗ → K+pi−,
B0s → D−s pi+, D−s → pi+pi−pi−,
B0s → D−s pi+pi+pi−, D−s → φ0pi−, φ0 → K+K−,
on a data amount corresponding to the first 5.2 fb−1 of integrated luminosity. The
observables of the B0s were hereby described by a multi-dimensional model, which
was derived using an extensive study of correlations. The calibration was performed
by measuring the mixing amplitude, using an unbinned maximum likelihood fit, as
A = 0.94± 0.15 (stat.)± 0.13 (syst.). (10.1)
The validity of this result is guaranteed by two main features. First of all, the final
result is derived from measured data. This is important because the agreement be-
tween simulated events and real data is always limited. Second, the mixing frequency
which was measured at the same time agrees with previous result. In addition, an
extensive study of systematic uncertainties was performed.
While every analysis employing the same side kaon tagger benefits from the above
result on A this thesis was developed in the context of the new measurement of the
CP-violating phase βs. This physics quantity is expected to be small. Therefore
a deviation from this expectation would be a clear sign of new physics. Because
of a correlation between the decay width difference ∆Γ and βs, a confidence region
is provided as result here. Tagging information increases the sensitivity on these
parameters and therefore helps constraining this confidence region. However it was
a drawback of past measurements that the same side kaon tagger, the most powerful
stand-alone tagger at the CDF experiment, could only be used on a data amount
corresponding to the first 1.35 fb−1 of integrated luminosity. The determination of
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the mixing amplitude presented in this thesis allowed for the extension of that range
up to 5.2 fb−1. In this sense, it made an important contribution to the newest result.
The mixing frequency ∆ms itself was so far measured only once with a confidence
level of five standard deviations. The availability of the formalism described above
suggested an update on this frequency. This was the second aim of this thesis. The
sensitivity of this physics parameter increases with tagging power. Therefore the
same side kaon tagger was combined with the opposite side tagger. The new result
is consistent with the previous one and was obtained as
∆ms = (17.78± 0.06 (stat.)± 0.07 (syst.)) ps−1. (10.2)
With a statistical uncertainty, which was reduced by 40 %, this is the most precise
measurement so far. At the same time, the result significance was increased from
5σ to 7.7σ.
Using this result it is possible to extract the ratio between the CKM matrix elements
|Vtd| and |Vts|. Presently, no improvement is gained by the above result on ∆ms
because the result on this ratio is dominated by theoretical uncertainties stemming
from lattice QCD. However, this theoretical field has made constant progress in the
past years and expects further improvements in coming years. Thus, a lowering of
the theoretical uncertainty is conceivable in the near future. The new measurement
of ∆ms is therefore a safe investment and may result in a powerful constraint in the
near future.
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Figure A.1: Projections into invariant mass, proper decay timeand proper decay
time resolution.
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A.2 B0s → D−s pi+, D−s → K∗K−, K∗ → K+pi−
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Figure A.2: Projections into invariant mass, proper decay timeand proper decay
time resolution.
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A.3 B0s → D−s pi+, D−s → pi+pi−pi−
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time resolution.
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A.4 B0s → D−s pi−pi+pi+, D−s → φ0pi−, φ0 → K+K−.
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time resolution.
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